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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
.In Spring 1985, the Employment & Training Institute surveyed th~ bixteen
Vocational, Technical & Adult Education (VTAE) districts in the state to
determine admissions requirements for each associate degree and diploma
program. The survey was part of a study for the Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction assessing the readiness of GED holders for post-
secondary education.
1. Open Door Policy
The Wisconsin VTAE system is conunitted to an "open door" policy
for each institution, which attempts to meet the needs of all students
regardless of their skill level at the time of entry. All of the VTAE
schools have programs for students who have not completed high school
as well as remedial courses which may be needed by some high school
graduates or GED holders.
The challenge for districts is to allow students of many backgrounds
to enter VTAE degree and certificate programs, while minimizing the
frustration to teachers and students when large numbers of students
are placed in courses which they cannot handle.
2. Clear Standards in Nine Districts
Nine VTAE districts have worked to define the specific academic
background and skills needed for students to successfully work in
some (or all) of their associate degree and vocational diploma
programs.
--Blackhawk and Milwaukee distribute charts which list the high
school credential (if any), high school level courses, tests
and other entrance requirements needed for each program area •
.
--District One, Fox Valley, Lakeshore, North Central and Northeast
list academic requirements (and some recommended high school
courses) in their current school catalogs.
--Madison requires high school courses or their equivalent and
specific skill levels for about half of its programs.
--Western recommends that full-time students take the American
College Testing Program's Career Planning Program (CPP) for use
as a counseling tool. Western indicates the stanine scores needed
in reading and math for specific health programs.
3. Reading Tests Used Mainly to Define Standards for Health Programs
Four districts have indicated the reading levels they believe are
necessary for students to successfully enter program areas.
--District One requires a reading level of 10th grade on the
California Reading Test for health unit clerk, lO.5th grade for
practical nurse, and 11th grade for other health occupations.
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--Fox Valley requires all students to complete a Cognitive Style
Mapping Evaluation. An 8th grade reading level is required for
nursing assistant, 10.5 grade for several other health programs,
and a 12th grade reading level for the associate degree nursing
program. Fox Valley also requires a 10th grade reading level
for police, fire and security programs.
--Milwaukee requires a 10th grade reading level for several health
fields and a 10.5 grade level for practical nursing.
--Western requires students to score in the 5th stanine or above on
the CPP in reading and math for most health programs.
4. Reading Skills An Issue
Western Wisconsin reviewed the performance levels and skill pre-
requisites needed for its program offerings. Reading levels needed
were determined by reviewing materials students would encounter in
that field. In Agriculture, for example, students needed at least a
5th grade reading level for dairy equipment servicing and material
handling servicing, a 6th or 7th grade level for farm operations, a 7th-
8th grade level for chemicals and fertilizers~ and an 8th grade level
for feed, seed and farm supply. In other fields, reading levels
needed ranged from 7th grade to college level (13th grade or above.)
(See pp. 75-84.)
North Central evaluated the student reading levels required for text-
books used in each of its program areas. They found that the
readability level averaged 12.1 grades for associate degree programs
and 11.0 grades for vocational diploma programs. Textbooks in
accounting, insurance, police science, and radiology were at the 13th
grade level, using the Fry Readability Formula. (See pp. 85-87.)
5. Testing Done for Assessment But No Defined Standards
Seven VTAE districts require students to take reading and math tests
prior to enrollment in many program areas but designate no specific
test score results needed for entry into programs. The scores may
be used by counselors to determine specific coursework needed
or to appraise students of their chances of success in program areas.
--Gateway requires an English placement test for most programs and
a math placement test for many trade and industrial education
programs. Students who want to "test out" of specific courses
must achieve certain minimum scores on the placement tests.
--Mid-State requires all full-time students to take the CPP for
use as a counseling tool. Some programs require additional math
evaluation and/or personal interviews.
--Moraine Park gives the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test and a
math diagnostic test to all entering students.
--Northeast tests students on reading and mathematics on a need basis.
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--Southwest requires ABLE reading and math tests for programs in som~.
health fields, food service and data processing.
--Waukesha. has begun a voluntary admissions testing program using the
CPP for counseling purposes.
--Wisconsin Indianhead gives a reading test (Reading for Understanding,
SRA) and a math test (Steck-Vaughn text) to all incoming students.
6. Two Districts Require GED Scores Above Passing
o
All districts accept the GED for programs requiring a high school
diploma. Where high school courses are required, GED holders (as well
as high school graduates lacking these courses) must take the course-
work before entering the program or as a condition for continuing in
the progr~m.
Milwaukee and Western require GED scores above passing (225) for entry
into certain program areas. Milwaukee requires a GED of 260 or a high
school grade point average (CPA) of 2.5 for associate degree programs
in the health occupations. They require a GED of 250 or a high school
GPA of 2.0 for all other associate degree programs and for one-year
diploma programs in health programs. Western requires minimum GED
scores of 250 or 275 for health programs. At both schools GED holders
with lower scores must demonstrate their ability to handle the program
courses.
7. High School Coursework Required for Some Programs
An increasing number of VTAE districts are requiring high school level
courses or their equivalents prior to admission to specific associate
degree or certificate programs.
--At least one year of high school level math is required for 134
programs around the state. (Forty of these programs require 2 or
more years of high school level math.)
--High school level science courses are required for 76 VTAE programs.
(Forty-one of these programs require 2 or more years of high school
level science.)
--Commonly required high school level courses include:
programs
programs
programs
programs
programs
- 109
97
40
29
20
Algebra
Biology
Chemistry -
Typing
Geometry
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8. Actual Enrollment of GED Holders Unknown
The number of GED students enrolled in associate degree programs at
four districts able to provide estimates ranged from 3-7% of the
total student enrollment in these programs. GED students enrolled in
diploma and certificate programs ranged from 3-11% of the total
students enrolled. (Data on GEDs at Milwaukee is available and will
be analyzed in detail in a separate report.)
Statewide, GEDs now make up 13% of all high school certificates
issued each year.
ENROLLHENT IN ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGR.A}IS -Estimfttes by 4 Respondents
1983-84 SCHOOL YEAR % of FALL, 1984 % of
VTAE District II of GEDs Total Enroll. Total II GEDs Total Enroll. Total
--
District One 100 3,422 3% 86 2,081 4%
Fox Valley 176 2,669 7% 90 1,787 5°'I.
Lakeshore 60 1,489 4% 112 1,850 6%
Southwest 12 310 4% 22 515 4%
ENROLUlENT IN DIPLOHA AND CERTIFICATE PROGRAHS -
Estimates by 4 Respondents
1983-84 SCHOOL YEAR % of FALL, 1984 % of
VTAE District II of GEDs Total Enroll. Total II GEDs Total Enroll. Total
--
District One 139 1,952 7% 100 1,031 101.
Fox Valley 238 2,130 11% 110 1,412 8%
Lakeshore 112 3,259 3% 116 3,029 4%
Southwest 62 1.017 6% 33 506 7%
-iv-
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INTRODUCTION
In the Fall of 1984 the Employment & Training Institute of the
University of Wisconsin was given a grant from the Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction to study the use of the high school equivalency diploma
to measure readiness for post-secondary education in Wisconsin. This
report summarizes the policies and practices of the Wisconsin Vocational,
Technical and Adult Education (VTAE) districts. It is one of a series of
reports summarizing the findings of the ten-month research study.
Importance of the High School Equivalency Certificate
Traditionally, the high school equivalency certificate has
provided a way for persons not completing high school to earn a high
school degree. Since 1960 over 100,000 high school equivalency
certificates have been issued by the Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction. 93,790 of these certificates have been for persons passing
the GED (General Educational Development) Test.
Over two-thirds of the individuals successfully completing the GED
in 1984 indicated that their reason for taking the test was for "further
education. It One of the major institutions available to serve these
individuals is the state VTAE system. Sixteen districts around the state
provide vocational and technical education for entry into the job market,
training or upgrading of skills for advancement, remedial, or special
education, enrichment courses and courses to continue education at other
institutions.
The Wisconsin VTAE system is committed to an Itopen door" policy
which attempts to meet the needs of students regardless of their skill
level at the time of entry. All GED students and students interested in
preparing for a high school diploma or CED are welcome at these
institutions.
Research Methodology
The Employment & Training Institute surveyed the administrators of
the 16 VTAE districts in Wisconsin to determine their entrance requirements
for each of the associate degree and vocational diploma programs offered in
the state. Districts were asked to detail how CED holders were treated
vis-a-vis high school graduates and non-graduates for each program, to
comment on the readiness of GED holders applying for programs at their
institution, and to estimate the number of GED holders presently attending
their institutions. All districts responded.
The survey focused on VTAE career programs. These programs provide
three types of credentials:
Associate Degree Programs -- two-year programs leading to an
associate degree for persons seeking careers as technicians or
paraprofessionals or for those who want a post-secondary
education. Three districts (Madison, Milwaukee and Nicolet)
also offer two-year college-parallel programs.
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Vocational Diploma Programs -- specialized programs leading toa
diploma for persons who want to prepare for a job or to upgrade
job skills. Diploma programs are one to two years in length.
Vocational Certificate Programs -- specialized programs leading to
a certificate for persons who want to prepare for a job or
upgrade job skills. Certificate programs normally take one
semester or less to complete.
In June 1985, the district directors and admissions officers of
the sixteen VTAE districts were given a draft copy of this report for their
corrections and changes. The Employment & Training Institute acknowledges
the helpful assistance of these individuals and VTAE counselors in
preparing this report.
The research reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant
with the Bureau for Vocational Education, Department of Public Instruction
with Federal Vocational Education Act funds. Contractors undertaking such
projects are encouraged to express freely their professional judgement in
the conduct of the project. The content and opinions do not necessarily
represent official Department of Public Instruction position or policy.
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BLACKHAWK TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
Blackhawk Technical Institute operates under an open-door admissions
policy. The policy states that the major requirement for admission is a
willingness to try and the ability to profit from the course of instruction.
Ordinarily, high school graduation or the equivalent is expected.
However, others who have not graduated from high school may be admitted to
occupational programs which can prepare them for job entry or upgrade their
current employment skills. No person is refused admission to the school. .
Blackhawk Technical Institute, with its wide range of programs, is able to
admit any adult with reasonable ability and a sincere desire to obtain a
realistic education.
The major admission instrument is a pre-admission counseling interview.
This counseling interview is for the purpose of allowing the student to
evaluate his/her high school record, grades, skills and motivation. The
applicant, with the counselor's assistance, then evaluates this information
in view of the program information made available by the counselor and the
applicant makes a program selection best suited to his/her needs, interests
and abilities.
No general entrance testing is required for admission. However, when
additional aptitude information is requested, testing may be used to
provide this additional data, and a mathematics proficiency will be
required.
Test results, along with an evaluation of the high school transcript,
other education or training, and work experience, are used as a basis to
counsel students and to assist applicants in relating their abilities to
Vocational Diploma or Associate Degree occupational areas. If test scores
are lower than desired for admission to any program at the school, deficiencies
may be remedied by enrolling in appropriate preparatory programs. For
additional information, contact:
Blackhawk Technical Institute
6004 Prairie Road, County Trunk 6
P. O. Box 5009
Janesville, WI 53547
(608) 756-4121
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hosrm.
ADI'IISSION REQUIREHENTS FOH l'ROGRANS OF STUDY AT
BLACKHAWK TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
H.s. 01 G.E.D. "os. 01 COED specllk
Recomrnended Required Prerequisites
Addf:1onU
Prerequisites
Asrkulture
Farm Implement Mech. -
Farm Training - Must be active in larminll:
Lawn & Turf
Livestock MRmt. -
Business &. Muketlng
Account Clerk -
AccountinJL - AIRebra
Adm. AssistanVSec. - H.S. Shorthand
Business Machines -
Clerk Typist -
Clerk TypisVMed. -
Data Processing - Algebra
Fashion Merch. -
Key Punch - _Typlr!g .Ability (2Swpm) ~or BTl Typi.'l.& I
Legal Secretary - H.S. Shorthand or BTl Shorthand I & II
Marketing -
Personnel-Bus. Admin. - Helpful if working in related area
He4llth
A.D.N. - Alg., Bio., Chem. NLN Exam, Phy. Exam, Interview
Dental Asst. - Career Eval.• Interview. Physical
Health Unit Clerk - Interview, Physical Exam
Medical Asst. - Typing 40wpm or BTl Typin!l IntervieWL~sical Exam
Pre. Servo Nursing Asst. - Recommend Completed 10th Rrade Physical Exam
Home konomla
Child Care Asst. - Interview
Food Prep. Asst. _ - Physical Exam
Homemaker/Heahh Aide -
Rest.lHotel Cookery
Trade &. IndU$1ry
Aircraft Electronics -
Airi. & Powr. Mechanic -
Auto Body -
Auto Servicing -
-
AIRebra
Career Evaluation "Interview
Admit to 2nd yr. by teslonly
Career Eval. & Interview
Diesel EQuip. Mechanic - Career Eval. & Interview
Electronic TechnoloRY - Algebra
Electro-Mech. Tech. - AIRebra
Fire Science - AIRebra .M...Y1.s-employed in related
Industrial Eng. Tech. - Algebra F.T. Indust. Employ. or Interview
Machine Maintenance
Machine Tool Operator
Mechanical Design Tech. - Algebra
Office Machine Repair - Algcbra
Police Recruit - Police Dcpt. Employee
Police Sciencc • l'Io Criminal Record/HirinR
Small Cas Engine
Welding
Wood Technics
-NOTE
\\-hen applicant has not completed high school or C.E.D.. or when school records are unavailable. or when records indicate potential academic
difficulties. Blackhawk Technical Institute reserves the righlto schedule appropriate evaluation in order to determine the student's ability to profit
from instruction.
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DISTRICT ONE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
Vocational, Technical and Adult Education District One has an open-door
policy and believes that an educational program should be available to all
students interested in improving their skills. District One admissions are
inclusive, rather than exclusive. School officials want to place students in
educational programs which best meet their needs and aspirations, and that are
commensurate with their previous educational training and work experiences.
District One offers this help through its Student Services Counselors and
Career Planning Center. The final program choices are left up to the student.
If the curriculum offered at District One does not match the student's interests
and potentials, he or she will be informed of alternatives.
The school operates on a policy of first come - first serve basis to
applicants demonstrating minimum program entry requirements.
Applicants for admission to the Associate Degree program should be
a high school graduate, or have passed high school equivalency tests, or
have passing results in the General Educational Development (GED) Test; or
have work experience that would indicate that they can master the
course subject matter.
District One recommends that applicants should have average or above
average high school grades with appropriate background in mathematics, science,
and English. Students with less than a 2.0 grade average in high school may
be required to take a special entrance test battery. The ACT Assessment Test
may be used to counsel students. The ACT Career Planning Program is used to
provide information to help students make career training program choices.
High school transcripts, test scores, assessment of prior learning
experiences, and work experience are used to counsel students and to help them
match their abilities to a training program. If students are weak in some areas,
they may have to take preparatory classes before they are accepted into an
associate degree program.
Specific trade and industrial training programs, health occupations, and
some other programs may-have additional admission requirements. The Admissions
Office or the superisor of the program will have information on additional
requirements.
In all vocational diploma and associate degree training programs that require
state or national licensing, or where other state regulations are involved,
special admission procedures must be followed. More information is available
at the Admissions Office. Contact:
Admissions Office
District One Technical Institute
620 West Clairmont Avenue
Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 836-3900
-9-
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
DISTRICT ONE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES
REQUIRED
IHIGH
PROGRAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCllooL OTHER PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA COURSES
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Health Unit Clerk X X Tvt>in5! California Reading 10.0 Gr.
Histotechnology X X Algebra, Biology, California Reading 11.0 Gr.,
Chemistry (C 5!rade) Pre-Admission Interview
Medical Laboratory Algebra, Biology, California Reacling 11.0 Gr.,
Technician X X Chemistry (C 5!rade) Pre-Admission Interview
Medical Record Algebra, Biology, California Reading 11.0 Gr.!
Technician X X 2 yr Typing (C grade) Pre-Admission Interview
Nursing - Technical (ADN) X X Algebra, Biology, California Reading 11.0 Gr.,(Generic Track) Chemistry, Post- Entrance Exam (passipg.
. .::,:~-;.. : Secondarv Chemist:rv ," ?Tade) ..
.0. 0°:
~\rrsing - Technical (ADN) X X Chemi~tE6;' 6 months full-t:ime (or(Completion for LPNs) Post- ec ndary 1,000 hours) work experienceChemistrv. as LPN.
Practical Nursing X X California Reading 10.5 Gr.
Radiography " X X Algebra, Biology, California Reading 11.0 Gr.,
Physics or Chemistry Pre-Admission Interview
(C grades)
mADE & INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION <-
Air Conditioning Technology X X Algebra
Electro-Mechanical
Technology X X Algebra or Math 110.
Electronics Technology X X Algebra
Fluid Power Technology X X Algebra
~£chanical Design
Technician X X Algebra
Structural Technician X X Algebra Pre-AcLliission Interview.
Truck Driving Reading Test 6.OGr., Age
18 yr., valid driver IS
license, good driving recor
ICC phvsica1 exam.
)ERVICE
Basic Police Recruit Must have 60 college credit
or be a graduate of police
science associate degree
program.
TR
S
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
DISTRICT ONE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE (continued)
B. PROGRAMS REQUIRING HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GEO
SERVICE
Child Care Services II
Hospitality Management
Police Science
Restaurant & Hotel Cookery
TRADE & INDUS1RIAL EDUCATION
Industrial Engineering Technici~
Marketing
Marketing-Fashion Merchandising
Marketing-Materials Management
Real Estate
Supervisory Management
OFFICE EDUCATION
Accounting
Administrative Assistant-
Infonnation Processing
Administrative Assistant-
Secretarial
Data Processing
Legal Assistant
C. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC PREREQUISITES
AGRICULTURE
Agribusiness Service & Supplies
DISTRIBlITIVE EDUCATION
AGRICULWRE
Dairy Farm Operation
Farm Hand
Farm Management
Farm Training
OFFICE EDUCATION
Account Clerk
Clerk Typist
Clerk Typist-Medical
Data Entry Operations
Financial Services Assistant
Stenography
SERVICES
Barbering
Food Preparation Assistant
Media Assistant
TRADE & INDUS1RIAL EDUCATION
Agriculture Mechanics
Auto Body
Automotive Mechanics
Diesel &Heavy Equi~nt Mechanics
Drafting-Mechanical
Electrical Power Distribution II
Electronic Servicing
Fluid Power Maintenance
Machine Tool
Precision Inspection &
Non-Destructive Examination
Refrigeration Servicing
Small Engine & Chassis Mechanics
Welding
Wood Technics.
1/ Physical examination required.
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RECOMMENDED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES FOR PROGRAMS AT
DISTRICT ONE ~ECHNICAL INSTITUTE
PROORA'vI
REALTII OCCUPATIONS
Histotechnology
Nursing (Technical)
OFFICE EDUCATION
Data Processing
Programning
'IRADE & INDUS1RIAL
EDUCATION
Civil Structural
Technician
Electronics Technology
Mechanical Design
Technician
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES RECOMMENDED
<:.omputer eoncepts, Basic Photography
Adv. English, Physics, Math
Adv. Math, Accounting, Typing, Data Processing
Adv. Math
Adv. Math
Adv. M3.th
NafE: REQUIRED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES ARE LISTED ON PREVIOUS PAGES.
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FOX VAllEi TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
Fox Valley Technical Institute (FVl'I) is open to everyone who feels
that they can benefit from the instruction offered. Post high school
career programs are available to high school graduates or to all who can
show that they are capable of mastering the subject matter. FVl'I is
more interested in what students can become than in what they have done
in their past educational experience.
No students are refused admission to the school based on their
academic record; however, it is reccmnended that students take certain
high school courses before entering the technical programs. Applications
for each program are accepted on a first come, first served basis.
The current FVTI Catalog includes reconmended high school courses
and descriptions of each program offered. For further infonnation,
contact:
Admissions Office
Fox Valley Technical Institute
1825 North Bluemound Drive
P. O. Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913
(4~4) 735-5727
-13-
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
FOX VALLEY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES
REQUIRED
HIGH
PROGRAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOLDIPLOMA COURSES OTHER PREREOUISITES
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Dental Assistant X X 10.5 Gr. Reading Score
Health Unit Clerk 10.5 Gr. Reading Score,
Medical Exam.
Nursing Assistant 8.0 Gr. Reading Score,
Medical Exam.
Nursing - Technical· (ADN) X X Chemistry, Biology 1~.0+ Gr. Reading Score,
(C qrade) Medical Exam., 60 %ile
Math Score~ 40%ile
Language Score
Nursing - Technical (ADN) X X Chemistry or equiva- 12.0+ Gr. Reading Score.
for LPNs 60 tile Math Score;
40 \ile Language ~core;
I yr. full-time work as
LPN
Occupat~onal Therapy
Assistant 10.5 Reading Score
Operating Room Assistant 10.5 Gr. Reading S':ore,
fotedical Exam.
Practical Nursing 10.5 Gr. Reading Score,
18 yrs. or older, Medica
Exam.
Respiratory Therapy X X 10.5 Gr. Reading Score,
Technician 17-1/2 yrs. or older,
Medical Exam.
Technical Nursing for X X Chemistry (C Grade) Current Wisconsin LPN
LPNs License, 1 yr work exper
ience as LPN, Medical Ex
TRADE & INDUSTRIAL ED.
Fire Protection X X 10.0 Gr. reading level
Technician
Police Science X X 10.0 Gr. reading level
security LoSS Prevention X X 10.0 Gr. reading le~
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An1ISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
FOX VAILEY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE (continued)
B. PRcx;RAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC PREREQUISITES
AGRIBUSINESS
Agri-Business Service & Supply
Agricultural Facilities!
Equipment
Farm Operations
Natural Resources Tech.
Parts Specialist
DISTRIBurIVE ED.
Fashion Merchandising
Marketing
Real Estate
Small Business Management
Supervisors Management
HOME ED. & CONSUMER ED.
Child Care and Development
Food Preparation Assistant
Food Service - Management
Interior Design
Restaurant & Hotel Cookery
OFFICE EDUCATION
Account Clerk
Accounting
Administrative Asst. - Inform. Proc.
Administrative Assistant - Secretarial
Banking and Financial Services
Clerk Typist
Data Processing Computer Prograumer
Stenographer
TRADE & INDUS1RIAL ED.
Auto Body
Auto Mechanics
Automotive Technology
Diesel Mechanics
Drafting - Mechanical
Electro-Mechanical Technician
Electronics Technology
Flexographic Printing
Fluid Power Maintenance
Industrial Engineering Technician
Machine Tool Operation
Mechanical Design Teclmician
Metal Fabrication~velding
Printing
Printing and Publ ishing
Pulp and Paper Chemical Technician
Truck Driving
Wood Teclmics
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PROGRAM
AGRIBUSINESS
RECOMMENDED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES FOR PRcx;RAMS AT
FOX VAI1Ei TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES RECOMMENDED
Agribusiness Service & Computers, Science, Vocational Agricul ture,
Supply Biology, Chemistry
Agricuftural Facilities-----computers, Mechanics, Vocational Agriculture,
& Equipment
Shop
Fann Operations
Natural Resources
Technology
HEALTH
Dental Assistant
Health Unit Clerk
Nursing AssIstant
Nursing - Technical
(ADN)
(R.N. and L.P.N.)
OccupatIonal Therapy
Assistant
Operating ROom
Assistant .
Practical Nursing
Rf!spiratory Therapy
Technician
HOME ED. &
CONSUMER ED.
Food Preparation
Assistant
FOOd Service
Nanagement
Interior Design
Agricul ture, Conservation, Natural Sciences,
Business Courses
Ecology, General Science, Chemistry, Algebra,
Geometry, Trigonometry, Vocational Agriculture,
Conservation, Natural Resources, Biology
Science (2 years), English, Hygiene, Speech,
Typing, Math, First Aid
English, Typing, Office Procedures ,Biology,
Communications, Human Relations
Biology, Hygiene, Chemistry, Math, English
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Math,UAlgebra,
Geometry, English (3 years), Social Studies,
Human Relations
Psychology, Social Studies, English, Arts and
Crafts, Chemistry, Biology, Math
Science, Biology, Math, Social Studies, English
Biology, Hygience, l:hemistry, Math, English
General Math,- Algebra, Biology, Cllemistry,
Physics
Home Economics, English,Math, Typing
Food Service Co-op, Homen ~conornics, General or Business
Math, Algebra, Bookkeeping, Typing, English,
Civics, Data Processing, Speech
English, Home Economics, Business Math, Art,
Architectural Drawing
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RECOMMENDED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES FOR. PROGRA..'1S AT
FOX VPJ.JEf TECHNICAL INSTITIITE (continued)
PRffiRAM
HOME EC. &
CONSUMER ED. (continued)
Restaurant and Hotel
Cookery
DISTRIBUTIVE ED.
Fashion ~~rchandising
Marketing
Real Estate
OFFICE EDUCATION
Account Clerk
Accounting
Administrative Assistant
Information Processing
Administrative Assistant
Secretarial
Banking and Financial
Services .
Clerk Typist
Data Processing
Computer Progranmer
Stenographer
1RADE & INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION
Auto Body
Auto Mechanics
Automotive Technology
Diesel Mechanics
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES RECOMMENDED
Home Economics, Business Math, Bookkeeping, Typing,
English, Food Service Co-op, General Math
Distributive Education, Business Courses
Math, English, Distributive Education, Psychology
Math, English, Bookkeeping, Sales
Basic Math, English, Office Related Courses
Accounting, Math, Business Arithmetic, Bookkeeping,
Marketing, English, Speech, Business Machines,
Economics
Typing, Business Courses, English, Basic Math
Typrng;--Shorthand, Transcription Courses, English,
Basic Math. (For medical emphasis student -
Chemistry and Biology)
Math, Bookkeeping, Speech, Typing, Economics,
English, Office Procedures
Business Math, English, Typing
Algebra, Geanetry, Trigonometry, Accounting,
Business Machine Operation
Typing, Transcription, Shorthand, English, Basic Math
Auto Body Repair, Auto Mechanics, Basic Math,
Machine Shop, Sheet Metal, Welding
Auto Mechanics, Electricity, Machine Shop,
Sheet Metal, Welding
Algebra, Physics, English, Industrial Arts,
Auto Mechanics
Math, Auto Mechanics, Machine Shop, Welding,
Drafting
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RECOMMENDED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES FOR PRCGRAMS AT
FOX VAU.Ef. TECHNICAL INSTITUrE (continued)
PRcx;RAM
1RADE & INDUSlRIAL
EDUCATION (continued)
Drafting - Mechanical
Electronics
Technology
Fire-Protection
Technician
Flexographic
Printing
Fluid Power
Maintenance
Industrial Engineering
Technician
Mechanical Design
Technician
~~tal Fabrication/
Welding
Police Science
Printing
Printing and
Publishing
Pulp and Paper
Chemical Technology
Security Loss
Prevention
Truck Driving
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES RECOMMENDED
Machine Shop, Math, Drafting, Blueprint Reading
Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Physics, English,
Electricity, Drafting
Math, Chemistry, English, Physical Education
English, Algebra, Typing, Science, Industrial Arts
General Science, Physics, Electricity/Electronics,
Drafting, Machine Shop, Welding, Metal Fabrication,
Auto Mechanics, Math
Industrial Education, e.g., Drafting, Electricity,
Machine Shop, Metal Fabrication
Algebra, Physics, English, Industrial Drafting,
Metals
Math, Machine Shop, Metal Fabrication, Mechanical
Drawing, Blueprint Reading
Social Studies, History, English
English, Math, Algebra, Typing, Art, Industrial Arts,
Science
English, Algebra, Typing, Art, Industrial Arts,
Science, Computers
Chemistry, Physics, English, Algebra
Social Studies, History, Cortmunications, Math,
English
Math, Driver Education, Auto Mechanics
NOTE: REQUIRED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES ARE LISTED ON PREVIOUS PAGES.
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GATEWAY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
Gateway Technical Institute has an "open door" policy. Gateway
accepts all students who are high school graduates or 18 years of age or
older. Students who are 16 or 17 years of age must see a Gateway counselor
before being admitted to a credit course.
A high school transcript and counseling test are usually required of an
applicant as a full-time student. (A full-time student is one taking 12 or
more credits during an IS-week semester. For summer session, it is someone
taking 4 or more credits during the 6-week semester.)
Applicants who wish to take 1 to 3 courses (1-11 credits) are advised
to see a Gateway counselor or adVisor before registration. The counselor or
advisor will help the applicant determine whether the course(s) will meet their
needs. (Some programs may require formal admission prior to enrollment in
certain courses.) However, the application, high school transcript and
counseling tests are usually waived for part-time applicants.
There is a testing requirements for placement purposes. This requirement
can be fulfilled by: a) submitting ACT. SAT or CPP scores; b) by taking the
Gateway counseling test (math and English aptitude tests); c) testing and
high school transcript requirements may be waived if a student can show by
transcript that college level courses have been successfully completed.
Questions concerning admission should be directed to:
Admissions Counselor
Gateway Technical Institute
3520 - 30th Avenue
Kenosha, WI 53141
(414) 656-6900
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
GATEWAY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES
FEQTJIRED
HIGH
PROGRAM SCli.OOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITES
LJIPLa"A COURSES
AGRIBUSINESS
Horticulture - Production English Placement Test.
Horticulture- Marketing English Placement Test.
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Health Unit Clerk Physical exam. reQUired.
Medical Assistant X Phvsical exam. reQUired.
Dental Assistant X
Nursing Assistant Physical exam. reQUired.
Nursing-Technical (ADN) X Aritlnnetic, Chemistry, English Placement Test.Biology or equiv. Physical exam. required.
Operating Room
Assistant Physical exam. reQUired.
Practical Nursing 10th grade.(Pre-Service) Physical exam. reQUired.
HOME EG. & CONSUMER ED. High school graduate or
Cosmetology X 18 years of age.
Food Service -
Management English Placement Test.
Interior Design English Placement Test.
DI'Sn{11:>UT1V~ w.
Aviation Mid-Management English Placement Test.
Hotel-Motel Management English Placement Test.
Marketing English Placement Test.
Marketing - Fashion
English Placement Test.Merchandising
Marketin2 - Industrial English &Math Placement Tes
Marketing - Materials
English Placement Test.Management
f:o'1arketing - Transportation
English Placement Test.Dist.
Supervisors Person must be employed as
Management a supervisor.
OFFICE EDUCATION
Accounting English Placement Test.
Administrative Asst. - 2 Typing or equiv. English Placement Test.
Inform. Froc.
Administrative Asst. - 2 Typing or equiv. English Placement Test.
Secretarial
Count and Conference 2 Typing or equiv. English Placement Test.
Reporting
Data Processing English and Math Placement
Tests.
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
GATEWAY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES {continued>
REQUIRED
PROGRAM HIGH GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITESSCHOOL
DIPWMA COURSES
TRADE & INDUS1RIAL
EDUCATION
Aeronautics - Pilot English and Math
Training Placement Tests.
Automotive Technician English and Math
Placement Tests.
Electro-Mechanical EngliSh and Math
Technology Placement Tests.
Electronic English and Math
Technician Placement Tests.
Electronics - ~lish and Math
Comouter Technician Placement Tests.
Fire Protection English and Math
Technician Placement Tests.
Fluid Power Technician English and Math
Placement Tests.
Industrial Engineering English and Math
Technician Placement Tests.
Land Survey English and Math
Technician Placement Tests.
Mechanican Design English and Math
Technician Placement Tests.
Motorcycle Mechanic English Placement Test.
Police Science English and r-"1Clth
Placement tests.
Precision Inspection - English Placement Test.Non-Destructive Exam
Quality Assurance Person must be employed
Technician as a supervisor.
Radio Broadcasting English Placement Test.Technician
Structural Technician Engl ish and Math
Civil Placement Tests.
Upholstery & English Placement Test.Auto Trim
Welding English Placement Test.
OTHER PRCGRAMS
Human Services English Placement Test.Assoc.
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
GATEWAY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
B. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS
AGRIBUSI~'ESS
Farm Operation
Fam Training
Farrier
HOME EC. &
CONSUMER EDUCATION
Food Service Assistant
Travel Agent
OFFICE EDUCATION
Account Clerk
Banking and Finance *
Clerk Typist
Data Processing -
Machine Operation
'mADE & INDUSlRIAL
EDUCATION
Airframe & Powerplant Mechanics
Auto Body
Automotive Servicing
Construction Supervisor's
Management *
Drafting - Mechanical
Electronic Servicing
Fluid Power Maintenance
Machine Tool Operation
* For persons already employed in field.
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LAKESHORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
Lakeshore Technical Institute operates an open-door admissions policy.
Ordinarily high school graduation or GED is expected. Others who have not
graduated from high school may be admitted to certain occupational programs
which can prepare them for job entry or that can result in upgrading of their
present skills. The major requirement for admission is that the students be
prepared to study and to apply themselves so as to gain full advantage of
the instructional program, counseling, and cultural opportunities offered by
the school.
The admissions process varies slightly depending upon choice of fu1l-
or part-time attendance. Part-time students (lor 2 courses) can be admitted
by completing a registration form and paying the registration and course fees.
'Full-time program applicants must submit a completed application, submit a
transcript of high school or post-high school education, and arrange for a
personal interview with an LTI counselor. (Special requirements for program
admissions are discussed in the admissions interview as well as program
objectives, costs and placement.)
Counseling begins before a student enrolls at LTI. Prospective students
are assisted during an admissions interview to explore their educational
background, interests, aptitudes, values, goals, motivation, and employment
experiences. Program and career knowledge are also explored in light of the
individual's self-understanding so that a sound career decision may be
reached.
The LTI catalog lists requirements and recommended high school courses
for each program area.
For additional information, contact:
Lakeshore Technical Institute
Cleveland Campus
1290 Worth Avenue
Cleveland, WI 53015
(414) 458-4183
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
LAKESHORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES
REQUIRED
HIGH
PROGRAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL h'mm? PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA ' COURSES
AGRIBUSINESS
Equine Management X X ~cal riding test.
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS ~rrent CPR and First Aid
Emergency Medical X X Pertification necessary.
Technician
Nursing Assistant Age 17 or 11th Grade.
Nursing - Technical 3 English, 2 Science(ADN) X X (incl. Biology, Chemis-
Generic Track try or PHysics), 2 }'tath,3 Social Studies, NLN exam. fill
6 electives. Overall
GPA of 2.0.
3 English, 2 Science INLN exam. LPN from
Nursing - Technical (incl. Biology, Chemis- approved t.JI program +(ADN) X X try or Physics), 2 Math, 2,000 hours employment
Progression Track 3 Social Studies as LPN. flfl
6 electives. Overall
GPA of 2.0.
Practical ~\1rsing X X iNLN exam. flfl
OFFICE EDUCATION
Acbinistrative
Assistant - X X Typing
Secretarial
Court and Conference X Typing
Reoorting
Medical Secretary X X Typing, Shorthand
Word Processing TypingSpecialist
TRADE & INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION
Electrical Power X X Algebra, Trigonometry,E,i.t;~~fiI)gec il";san Physics
Electro-Mechanical Algebra, Trigonometry,
Technician X X Physics
EIectronics X X Algebra, Trigonometry,Technician Physics
Plastics Technician X X Chemistry
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
LAKESHORE TECHICAL INSTITUTE
B. PROGRAMS REQUIRING HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GED
AGRIBUSINESS
Dairy Herd Management
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Dental Assistant if
Dispensing Optician (high school
diploma only)
Health Unit Clerk II
Medical Assistant II'"
Optometric Assistant n.
Pharmacy Technical Aide II
HCME EC. &
CONSm1ER EDUCATION
Baking
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
* Marketing
* Materials Management
* Supervisors Management
OFFICE EDUCATION
* Accounting
* Data Processing
Legal Assistant
'IRADE & INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION
Auto Body Mechanic
Electronics Servicing
Fire Science
Industrial Engineering Technician
Mechanical Design Technician
Police Science
Radiation Protection
Technician
C. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED· ACADEMIC PREREQUISITES
AGRIBUSINESS
Agri-Deve1opment
Farm Training
HOME EC. &
CONSUMER EDUCATION
Child Care Services II
OFFICE EDUCATION
Business Machines
Finance
TRADE & INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION
Automotive Mechanic
Custodial Services
Graphic Arts
** (9) Industrial Maintenance programs
Machine Tool Operation
Motorcycle, Marine and Small Engine
Mechanic
Welding
* Persons with work experience may enter program without a degree.
** For people already working in related fields.
II Physical exam required. .
cn Physical and dental exam required.
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PROGRAM
RECOMMENDED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES FOR PROGRAr1S AT
LAKESHORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES RECOMME!'l"DED
AGRIBUSINESS
Dairy Herd Management
Equine Management
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Dental Assistant
Dispensing Optician
Health Unit Clerk
Laboratory Optician
Medical Assistant
Medical Secretary
Nursing Assistant
Optometric Assistant
Pharmacy Technical Aide
Practical Nursing
HCME EC. &
CONSUMER EDUCATION
Baking
Child Care Services
OFFICE EDUCATION
Word Processor
Specialist
TRADE & INDUS1RIAL
EDUCATION
Auto Body Mechanic
Automotive Mechanic
Custodial Services
Agriculture, Math
Biological Sciences, Algebra
Biological Sciences, Typing
Algebra
Typing, Bookkeeping
Algebra
Biological Sciences, Typing
Biology, Chemistry, Typing, Shorthand
Biological Sciences, English
Biological Sciences, Algebra, Typing
Typing, Sciences, Math
Biological Sciences, Psychology
Math, Science Courses
English, Speech, Science, Art Courses
Typing
Industrial Arts, Arts Courses
Math, Science, Industrial Arts, Power Mechanics,
Auto Mechanics
English
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RECOMMENDED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES FOR PROGRAMS AT
LAKESHORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE (continued)
PROGRAM
TRADE & INDUS'IRIAL
EDUCATION (continued)
Electrical Power
Engineering Technician
Electromechanical
Technician
Electronics Servicing
Electronics
Technician
Graphic Arts
Machine Tool
Operation
Mechanical Design
Technician
Motorcycle, Marine &
Small Engine Mechanic
Plastics Technician
Radiation Protection
Technician
Tool and Die Design
Technician
Welding
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES RECOMMENDED
Algebra, Trigonometry, Physics
Algebra, Trigonometry, Physics, English,
Electricity, Drafting
Math, Science, Physics, Industrial Arts
Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Physics, English,
Electricity, Drafting
Drafting, Typing, Algebra, Industrial. Arts,
Printing, English, Journalism
Blueprint Reading, Machine Shop, Mechanical Drawing,
Basic Math, Algebra, Geometry
Math, Physics, Industrial Arts Courses
Automotive or Small Engines Class
Algebra, Chemistry, Machine Shop, Drawing,
Geometry, Trigonometry, Physics
Math, Physics, Chemistry
Algebra, Trigonometry, Drafting (Basics of Each)
Shop Math, Industrial Arts
NOTE: REQUIRED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES ARE LISTED ON PREVIOUS PAGES.
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MADISON AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
General Admissions Policies
The Madison Area Technical College is open to all adults and to all
youths 16 years of age and older who are capable of profiting from
instruction. Post-secondary programs are open to those who are high school
graduates, to those who have passed high school equivalency tests, and to
those mature individuals who, through work experience, can prove that they
are capable of mastering the subject matter. For particular programs
within the college, admission requirements vary depending on aptitude for
the curriculum, available student stations, and a reasonable probability
of academic success.
A current application form indicates admission testing. Specific
examinations are required for certain programs. A student's application is
evaluated on the basis of a combination of high school and other transcripts,
work experience, entrance examination results, and an interview, if it is
deemed necessary.
All students enrolled in post-secondary programs are required to complete
a health information form which shall be submitted to the registrar prior to
registration. In addition, Health Occupations students are required to have
a physical examination and the results mailed to the registrar by their
physician prior to registration.
The current MATC catalog lists prerequisites and recommended high school
courses for each program area.
For further information, contact;
Admissions
Madison Area Technical College
211 North Carooll Street
Madison, WI 53703
(60S} 266-5100
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
MADISON AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES
REQUIRED
HIGH
PRCXRAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA COURSES
AGRIBUSINESS /\lgebra, Biology,
Animal Technician X X Chemistry (C grade) ACT, SAT or CQI'
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Dental Assistant Science (C grade), Davis Reading, OTIS.... . Ouick Score II·Yj).u~
Dental Hygienist 'X X ~lgebra, Biology, ACT, SAT or cqr f1Chemistrv (C srrade)
Medical Assistant ~ing (30 wpn) , Davis Reading, OTISScience Quick Score /I
Medical Laboratory ~ Algebra, Geometry, Acr, SAT or cqr /ITechnician Chemistry
Nursing - X X t:hemistry (C grade) Chemistry Test,Technician (ADN) ACT. SAT or COT II
Nursing (ADN)
~emistry
Chemistry Test; ACT,
Ganpletion for LPNs X X SAT or CQT. 1 year
work as LPN. II
Occupational Therapy ~ Math, Chemistry ACT, SAT or cqr IITechnician
Operating Room Davis Reading, OTIS
Assistant Quick Score /I
Optometric ~istry, Geometry,
Technician X X ~lgebra, Biology, ACT, SAT or CQT II
1rvOiru!, Bookkeeping
Practical Nursing Davis Reading, OTISQuick Score II
Respiratory Therapy
:J1emistry ACT, SAT or cqr IITechnician
HM EC. &
alNSUMER EDUCATION
Dietetic Technician Chemistry (C grade)
Restaurant and Hotel ~th and English
Cookery (C grade)
# Physical examination required.
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
MADISON AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
A PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES (continued).
REQUIB ED
HIGH
PROGRAM SQlooL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA COURSES
OFFICE EDUCATION
Court &Conference lIYPing (50 WIm); English
ReoortinE !r';"'::""""sition (C £I'ade)
Data Processing !Algebra .(C grade) Upper 1/2 of class
Comouter Programning
Data Processing !Algebra (C grade) Upper 1/2 of classComuuter Operations
Legal Transcriptionist p.'yping (q:5 wpn)
Medical Office !English Composition
Mid-Management (C £I'ade)
Medical ~ing (45 WJXll)Transcription
Secretar~al Science - ~ngHsh Composition
Executive (C £I'ade)
Stenographer - Legal ~~ (45 WJXll);orthand (80 WDffi)
t-1ord Processing nglish Composition(C £I'ade)
lRADE & INDUS1RIAL
EDUCATION
12 Math (1 Algebra),Architectural Technician Math Placement Test.Il Science
Auto Bodv (2 vrs.) Math, Science
Autcmotive Mechanics Math, Science
Automotive Technician 12 Math (1 Algebra), Math Placement Test.II Science
Ccmnercial Art En£lish (C grade)
Diesef & Heavy ~th; Science or ShopEauitIDent Mech.
Electronics Z Math (l Algebra), Math Placement Test.2 Science
Industrial Welding 2 Math (1 Algebra), Math Placement Test.Technology 2 Science
Land Survey i2 Math (1 Algebra), Math Placement Test.Technician i2 Science
Machine Tool Operation Math, Science or Shop
Mechanical Design . 12 Math (l Algebra), Math Placement Test.Technician 12 Science
Photographv En2lish (C szrade)
Printing and 12 Science, 2 Math Math Placement Test.Publishing n Algebra)
Publ ic Works 12 Science, 2 Math Math Placement Test.
Technician n Algebra)
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
MADISON AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
B. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC PREREQUISITES
AGRIBUSINESS OFFICE EDUCATION
Crop Production
Dairy Herd Management
Farm Training
Farm Training -
Sheep Production
* Operating Agribusiness for
Results
* Operating an Agribusiness
Service Department
Taxidermist
HEALTI1 OCCUPATIONS
Nursing Assistant
HOME EC. &
CONSUMER EDUCATION
Child Care Services
Clothing and Textiles
Consumer/Family Manager
Food Preparation Assistant
Food Service Assistant
Homemaker/Horne Heal th Aide
Interior Design
DIS'IRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
Fashion Retailing
Hotel/Motel Management
Insurance Technician
Marketing
Marketing ... Fashion
Merchandising
Real Estate
Recreation Resource Associate
Tourist Recreation Associate
* Must be working in this field.
Account Clerk
Accounting
Business Machines
Clerk Typist
Finance
Office Mid-Management
Secretarial Science - Medical
Stenographer
'lRADE & INDUS'IRIAL
EDUCATION
Auto Body Servicing (1 yr.)
Automotive Servicing
Barbering
Drafting - Architectural
Electronic Servicing
Fire Protection Technician
Parts Specialist
Police Science
Printing
Small Engine &Chassis
Mechanic
Visual Conmunications
Welding
'-load Technics
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RECOMMENDED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES FOR PROGRAMS AT
MADISON AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
AGRIBUSINESS
Animal Technician
Dairy Herd
V!Cinagement
REALm OCCUPATIONS
Nursing Technician (ADN)
Dental Assistant
Medical Assistant
Optometric Technician
Respiratory Therapy
OFFICE EDUCATION
Stenographer
TRADE & Il\tDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION
Land Survey Technician
Printing
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES RECOMMENDED
First Aid, Speech, Bookkeeping and Office
Practices, Typing, Vocational Animal Science
Vocational Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Math,
Biology
Physical Sciences, Math, Foreign Language
Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping
English, Physics, Adv. Algebra
2 Algebra
Shorthand, Typewriting
Algebra, Geometry, Trigonanetry
Typing
NOTE: REQUIRED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES ARE LISTED ON PREVIOUS PAGES.
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MID-STATE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
Mid-State Technical Institute (MSTI) maintains an open-door admission
policy, as prescribed by the Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical and
Adult Education, to assist people to prepare for job entry, upgrade their
existing skills or retrain for a different skill.
Many programs at MSTI demand that students have certain skills, such
as reading, math, communication, mechanical reasoning, etc., prior to
entry to maximize their experience at the school. Therefore, high school
graduation, as well as completion of certain related courses, is usually
highly recommended. Those who have not completed high school may be
admitted to certain occupational or developmental programs depending upon
their needs, capabilities and the demands of the particular program.
Mid-State accepts all students who are 18 or older. High school and
post-high school transcripts, as well as the American College Testing -
Career Planning Program (CPP) Test, are used primarily as counseling
tools to assist an individual in making an informed career decision and
to provide the institution information about its student population.
Certain programs require a personal interview, references, additional
math evaluation, and a physical exam prior to acceptance. Applicants to
these programs are advised of these additional requirements. Students
lacking basic skills are strongly encouraged to enter the GOAL Program.
A student may be denied entry to certain programs if the applicant lacks
certain skills or preparation.
For further information, contact:
Admissions Office
Mid-State Technical Institute
500 - 32nd Street North
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494
(715) 423-5668
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ADHlSSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
MID-STATE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
PROGRAMS PITH PREREQUISITESA.
" REQUIRED
HIGH
OTHER PREREQUISITESPROGRAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL
DIPLOMA COURSES
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
llpalth Unit
':"y ......:.,'" <35 wpm)Coordinator
Nursing Assistant CPP Physical exam.(Pre-Service)
Medical Assistant Typing (35 wpm)
Respiratory ChemistryTI1erapist
For licensedCosmetology
Specialist cosmetologists.
B. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC PREREQUISITES
AGRIBUSINESS OFFICE EDUCATION (continued)
* Farm Operation
,". Farm Training
h.:.ALTH OCCUPATIONS
Operating Room Assistant n
HQ'1E EC. AND
CONSUYtER EDUCATION
Data Processing
Financial Services Aid
Medical Transcription
Personnel "
Stenography
'lRADE & INDUS1RIAL
EDUCATION
Child Care Services
Cosmetology
Dietetic Technician
L:lSlRIBUTlVE EDUCATION
Marketing
Real Estate
Supermarket Management
* Supervisors Management
CfFICE EDUCATION
Account Clerk
Accounting
Administrative Assistant -
Secretarial
Clerk Typist
Auto Body
Automotive Mechanics
Computer Electronics Technician
* Corrections Science
Diesel &Heavy Equipnent Mech.
Electrical Power Engineering
Technician
Electronics Technician
Highway Technician
Instrumentation Technology
Machine Tool Operation
Mechanical Design Technician
* Police Science
Small Engine and Chassis Mechanic
Welding
Wood Technics
* For persons already emplo~ed in these fields.
UPhysical examination requ1red.
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84-65 HELPFUL
HIGH SCHOOL
COURSES
MSLi Mid-State Technical Institute._\II-:'-~:'-':.::===~:----------------------------------- ""' __I i ~_-.....-...,---
The following list of helpful high school courses may assist students to:
Plan their high school courses, prepare for enrolling in ;~TI programs. insure greater
success in continuing/completing their education
Campuses: (A) Adams (M) Marshfield (SP) Stevens Point (WR) Wisconsin Rapids (D) District
Types of Programs: AD - Associate Degree Diploma - Vocational Diploma eert. - Certificate
AGRICULTURE PROGRAMS
FARM OPERATIONS - Diploma (M)
FARM TRAINING - Cert. (D)
HELPFUL COURSES
Agriculture courses, welding, farm mechanics. bookkeeping
business and/or general math, biology. machine shop.
BUSINESS PROGRAMS
ACCOUNTING - AD (WR, SP. M) Bookkeeping/accounting, office machines, computer concepts,
ACCOUHT CLERK - Diploma (SP. WR) business math, typing, Englis~, marketing, economics.
CLERK TYPIST - Diploma (A. SP, Typing, filing, English, business math, shorthand, typing,
WR, M) business math, office mahcines, bookkeeping/accounting.
STENOGRAPHY - Diploma (SP. WR. M)
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
SECRETARIAL - AD (WR. SP. M)
DATA PROCESSING - AD (WR, SP) Algebra, accounting/bookkeeping, computer concepts. English.
business machines operation, business math.
MARKETING - AD (WR) Distributive education, sales, merchandising, business law,
SUPERMARKET MANAG~~ENT - AD (WR) business math, typing, EngliSh, speech.
MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION - Diploma Typing, filing. office machines. EngliSh, biology, anatomy
(M) and physiology, medical terminology.
PERSONNEL - AD (WR) English, psychology, typing. bus~ness law, bookkeeping/
accounting. economics. business math.
HEAL TH PROGRA~lS
MEDICAL ASSISTANT - Di~loma (M) Office machines. biology, bookkeeping, health and hygiene
HEALTH UNIT CLERK - Djploma (M) anatomy and physiology. first aid.
(Prerequisite: Typing)
NURSING ASSISTANT - Gel-t. (D) Health and nygiene. first aid, biology.
~ID-5jATE ~O~MS COUNTY ~ENTE~
JIJ 'or~' '~ln itr~!t
Adams, II :1910
ieleonone: ;OC/~39-j~7i
!o!ID-;;J,iE ':'E::~lIit:~L ::tSi17U':'E
:~Q dest 7~ird ;tr~!t
~a!'",nf:!i13. ./1 :.14':-;
7e!eon~"e: r::;:~1-,;jS
~1!~ ..i7~Tr -::'::H~t ~.~L :::: ":'~ 7'~T::
?3J ~lcnl0an JV!
$t!ye~, '~:nt. ~[ ~':J;l
·,ie~~Dn!: ~!~/!::-lCSJ
-·1: J- i-;'.3. ~c: .!.::~~:t C;L : ~lS ~6 -!lT~
:00 !~~Q ~E!'"~! 1~r,
~jsc,nsln ~aol 3. 4 :.J~4
·~;!,rone: .:: J~~_ ;:1
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PRACTICAL NURSING - Diploma (SP)
OPERATING ROOM
ASSISTAL'rr - Diploma (M)
RESPIRATORY THERAPIST - AD (M)
HOME ECONOMICS PROGRAMS
Medical terminology, ccmnunications, biology, chemistry,
psychology, health and hygiene, math, English,
anatomy and physiology, first aid.
Algebra, physics, health and hygiene, first aid,
English, biology, anatomy and physiology.
Prerequisite: 1 year high school chemistry
CHILO CARE ASST. - Diploma (WR) Child growth and development courses, ~sychology, art,
music, typing, sociology, family relation courses, consumer
education, English, drama, speech, sport activities.
COSMETOLOGY - Diploma (WR) Home economics courses, bookkeeping, business and marketin~,
p~ychology, social problems, first aid, :iol09Y, art, .
English, geometry, cnemistry.
..
DIETETIC TECHNICIAN - AD (WR) Home economics courses, chemistry, pSjcr.o1cgy, ~ealtn,
first aid, physiology and anatomy, al~ebr~, oth~r sc~ence
and .math courses, English. computer science.
TRADES AND INDUSTRY PROGRAf.1S
AUTO BODY - Diploma (WR)
AUTO MECHANICS - Diploma (WR)
·SHAll. ENGINE/-CHASS IS MECHArn C
(SP)
DIESEL MECHANCIS - Diploma (WR)
*Credit courses offered evenings
HIGHWAY TECHNICIAN - AD (WR)
MECHANICAL DESIGN - AD (WR)
Auto mechanics, small engine reoair. a~~: body ~e~air.
auto welding, sr.eet mei:al, mat!1, ir.cusi:r~al ari:3 courses.
machine shop. El~ct:·.~ity, s~c~etry, a:;ebra, Toechanical
drawing.
Drafting, algebra. geometry, trigonometry. pnysics,
English, surveying.
Algebra. geOI:1etry. physics, chemistry, EngliSh. blueprint
reading, drafting, computer literacy. machin2 shop.
ELECTRICAL POWER 4 AD (WR)
INSTRUMENTATION - AD (W~)
ELECTRONIC TECH - AD (WR, SP)
COMPUTER ELECTRONICS 4 AD (WR,
Algebra, geometry, trigono~etry, physics. el~c~ricity,
chemistry, drafting, English. computer literacy.
SP)
MACHlIlE iOOl OPERATION - Diploma i'lachine shop. ai';ebra. geometry, s;,eet :;etal. ·.~~iding,
(WR) mechanical drawing, ether industr~al art~ c~ur~es.
WELDING - Diploma (WR)
*WOOD TECHNICS - Diploma (M)
*Credit classes offer~d evenings
Weld~no. math. blue~rint reading, mechanical drawing. other
industrial 4r:s courses.
~ocd~orking, cacinet making, il~e~rJ/ap~liec ~ath,
blueprint reading. scie~ce. arafting.
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MILWAUKEE AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
General Admissions Policies
MATe is committed to the principle of open admissions. The curriculum
for each program has been planned at a level necessary to give graduates the
competency to succeed in their chosen field. Admissions criteria are such
as to admit students who have a reasonable probahility of success. Students
who do not meet the admissions standards for a particular program are
encouraged to enroll in courses or programs which will prepare them for the
program of their choice.
Students must have a high school grade-point average of at least 2.0 ("C II
average) for acceptance into an MATC associate degree program, except that in
certain instructional areas a higher grade-point average may be required.
After examination of the high school transcript (and college transcript, if
the student has attended another accredited college), academic testing may
be required as a basis for admission. Such tests are administered by l1ATC.
Applicants who do not meet academic requirements may seek to satisfy
them through other available and appropriate means. These include an
equivalent GED score, satisfactory completion of recommended post-high school
courses, action by the departmental Admissions Committee, satisfactory
completion of an MATC Crossover program and/or recommended adult basic
education courses, or special action of the instructional dean or his/her
designee.
If a program requires specific high school courses as prerequisites, they
will be listed in the appropriate divisional bulletin under the program description.
Academic prerequisites must be completed prior to entrance into an associate
degree program. An ACT or SAT is required for certain Health Occupations
programs.
For more information, contact:
Admissions Department
Milwaukee Area Technical College
1015 North 6th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53203
(414) 278-6370
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
MILWAUKEE AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES
REQUIRED
PRCGRAM UGH I)CHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL 0'l.'HER PREREQUISITES
>IPLOMA COURSES
ACRIBUSINESS GPA
~ig~~ess Services 2.0 25011T'lT'l'1 ; oc!
LandscaPe Management 2.0 2:>0
BUSINESS DIVISION
Accounting 2.0 250
Administrative Assistant-
Secretarial 2.0 250
Banking & Finance 2.0 250
Business Mid-Management 2.U 250
Conmunications 2.0 250
Computer Programning 2.0 25u Algebra (C grade)
Data Processing Machine
Ooerator Reading and Math Test
Information Processin~ 2.0 250 1"'- 'l~ (3'? worn).Y
Legal Assistant 2.0 250
Legal Secretary 2.0 250
Marketing Management 2.0 250
Materials Management 2.0 250
Medical Secretary 2.0 250
Real Estate 2.0 250
Retail/Fashion Management 2.0 250
Supervisors Management 2.0 250
Word Processing Soecialist 2.0 250 Typing (35 wpm)
Transportation &
Distribution 2.0 250
GRAPHIC & APPLIED ARTS
Comnercial Art 2.0 250
Photography Technician 2.U 2JU
Printing and Publishing
Operations 2.0 250
Visual Comnunicationsl
Video 2.0 250
HGfE ECONOMICS
Baking Medical record required.
Child Care & Development 2.0 250 Medical record l'",:)nl1;l'"pn
Child Care Services 2.0 250 Medical record required.
Dietetic Technician - Biology, Chemistry Medical record required.
Nutrition 2.0 250 (C grade)
Food Preparation Asst. Medical record required.
Home Furnishing Asst. 2.0 250
Housekeeping Management 2.0 250
Interior Design 2.0 250
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
MILWAUKEE AREA TECHICAL COLLEGE
-41-* Medl.cal record requned.
A 'P'R r .....~ b. Me:. lJT'T'H 'P'R 1'.1< 1'. ~ T'1'lO'<:: (,.. nn of ~.....,...~ \
RF..QUIREO
~nGH
PR.<X;RAM SCl-iOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITES
DIPW.:'.A COURSES
GPA
SERVICE & HEALTH OCCUPATIONS Medical record re~ired.Barbering If under 18, must e a high
school graduate; if over 18,
must have completed 10th grac
Cosmetology X X
Dental Assistant 2.0 25U Biology Reading Test 10.0 Gr.
Dental Hygiene 2.5 260 Biology, Chemistry ACT or SAT; Medical record
required.
Dental Lab Technician 2.5 260 Algebra, Chemistry Medical record required.
Environmental Health 2.5 260 Algebra; Biology
Technician or Chemistrv
Fire Technology 2.0 250 Algebra
Funeral Service 2.0 250 28 college credits' with C or
better. Medical record reauirl
Health Unit Clerk
Reading Test 10.0 Gr.
Medical record reauired.
Human services Associate 2.0 250
Medical Assistant 2.0 250 Typing (J:> wpm), Reading Test 10.0 Gr.
Biology Medical record reauired.
Medical Lab. Technician 2.5 26U Algebra, Biology, ACT or SAT
Chemistry Medical record reauired.
Nursing Assistant Reading Test '*
Occupational Therapy 2.5 260 Biology ACT or SAT
Assistant
Operating Room Assistant 2.0 2 Biology Reading Test 10.0 Gr.
*Pharmacy Technical Aide 2.0 2 Reading Test 10.0 Gr.
*Physical Therapy Assistant 2.5 2E Algebra, Biology ACT or SAT
*Police Science 2.U 25(
Practical Nursing 2.0 250 Biology Reading Test 10.:> Gr.
*Radiologic Technician 2.5 260 Algebra; Biology; Acr or SAT
Chemistry or Physics Medical record reouired.
Registered Nursing 2.5 260 Algebra, Biology, Acr or SAT
Chemistry
Respiratory Therapy 2.5 260 Algebra, Biology, Acr or SAT
Chemistry Medical record required.
Restaurant & Hotel Cookery 2.0 250 Medical record required.
Water,Wastewater TeCh. l.:> lbU AJ.geira , -!S~~logy
TECHNICAL DIVISION or C eml.str
Air Conditioning & 2.0 250 Algebra
Refrigeration Technology
Architectural Technology 2. 2 >( A. lC7ebra, Geometry
Biomedical Electronics 2. 2 >( All;7ebra, Geometry Medical record required.
Chemical Technology 2. 2 >( All;7ebra, Chemistry
Combustion Engines 2.0 250 Algebra
Technology
Coomunications 2.0 250 Algebra, Geometry
ComDuter Science 2.0 250 Algebra, Geometry
Computerized Machining 2.U 250 Algebra, Geometry
Technician
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
MILWAUKEE AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
A PR nr.R AMe:: tJT'T'H PR FR to: ST'T'F.~ ((,l'lnt';1"l"o~)
REQUIRED
~IGH
PR<X;RAM ~CHooL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL ornER PREREQUISITES
DIPIDYJA OOURSES
~PA
TECHNICAL DIVISION (cont'd)
Electro-Mechanical 2.0 250 Algebra, Geometry Math test.
Technology
Electronic Systems 2.0 250 Algebra, Geometry
Technician
Fluid Power Technology 2.0 250 Algebra
Industrial Engineering 2.0 250 Algebra
Technician
Industrial Electronics 2.0 250 Algebra, Geometry
Industrial Instrumentation 2.0 250 Algebra, Geometry
Manufacturing Engineering
Technician 2.0 250 Algebra
Mechanical Design 2.0 250 Algebra
Technician
-Metallurgical Technology 2.0 250 Algebra
Plastics Technician 2.0 250 Algebra
Public Works Technician 2. 2 A. ,gebra
Structural Technician 2. 2 A. .gebra
Welding Technology 2. 4~ A.gebra
TELEVISION DIVISION
Telecasting 2.0 250 Algebra
GENERAL EDUCATION DIVISION
General Education Program 2.0 250
Occupational Music 2.0 250
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION_ ..
Airtrame Aviation Mechanicf Algebra
Electronics Servicing Math and Reading tests.
Industrial Plastics Math test.
Part Programner Math test.
Power Plant Aviation
MC:!chanic Algebra
Tool and Die Making Math test.
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
MILWAUKEE AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
B. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS
AGRIBUSINESS
Arboriculture/Urban Forestry
Horticulture
Ornamental Horticulture
BUSINESS DIVISION
Clerk Typist
Small Business Operation
GRAPHIC & APPLIED ARTS
Graphic Ccmnunications
Jewelry Service &Sales
Printing
HeME ECONrnICS
Alterationist
Tailoring
SERVICE & HEALTIl OCCUPATIONS
Air Conditioning, Refrigeration
& Heating
Appliance Servicing
Autanotive Servicing
Auto Body Servicing
Bricklaying &Masonry
Cabinetmaking & Millwork
Carpentry
Combustion Engines Service
Electricity
Horology <Watch Making)
Hydraulics - Pneumatics
Loose Molder
Machine Molder and Machine Coremaker
Machine Shop
Mechanical Drafting
Shoe Servicing
small Engine & Chassis Mechanic
Upholstery
Welding
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MORAINE PARK TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
The Moraine Park Technical Institute maintains an open-door
admissions policy for all prospective students 16 years of age or older.
Programs within the schools have requirements which should be met to afford
enrollees a fair chance of success. All efforts will oe made to help
enrollees find a program that meets their aspirations, interests, and
abilities. High school graduation is recommended. Others who have not graduated
from high school may be admitted to certain occupational or developmental
programs which prepare them for job entry or result in upgrading their skills.
An interview with a Moraine Park Technical Institute counselor is
necessary prior to admission,
All entering students are given reading and math diagnostic tests.
Applications for each program are accepted on a first-eome, first~ccepted
basis if all requirements are met.
The MPTI catalog describes personal qualifications needed for each
program area. Contact:
Student Services
Moraine Park Technical Institute
Fond du Lac Campus
235 North National Avenue
Fond du Lac, WI 54935-2897
(414) 922-8611
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
MORAINE PARK TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES
am.
am.
REQUIRED
HIGH
PROGRAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA COURSES
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Associate Degree Nursing- Chemistry or test equiva- Acr (18); Medical and
Generic X X lent; Math or test dental exam.
equivalent
Associate Degree Nursing - Chemistry or test equiva- 2,000 hours experience
Progression lent; Math or test as LPN; ACT (18),
equivalent. Medical and dental ex
Nursing Assistant Stanford Diagnostic
Reading Test-10th Gr.
Practical ~hrrsing X X Stanford Diagnostic
Reading Test-12th Gr.
Medical and dental ex
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B. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC PREREQUISITES
AGRIBUSINESS OFFICE EDUCATION (continued)
Ag Equipnent Install & Service Data Processing Computer Operations
Agriculture Mechanics Data Processing - Machine Operation
Farm Operations Medical Secretary
Farm Training Medical Transcription
Food Sc~ence Tech..C~ing.Freezing mADE & INDUS1RIAL
Food SC:Lence Techn:Lc:Lan-Da:Lry A l' s· ing
Ope . Agr °b 0 f Re 1t pp :Lance erv:LCratmg an :L US:Lness or su s Auto Body Collision Repair &Refinishing
HFALTIl OCCUPATIONS Auto Body Repair
Dental Assistant Equivalency Automotive Mechanics
Health Record Clerk for Ext. Corrections Science
Care Facility Electrical Power Dist.
Health Unit Clerk Electro-Mechanical Technician
Medical Record Technician Electronic Servicing
Operating Room Assistant Electronics Computer
HOME EC. & CONSUMER ED. E~ine TeC?hnology. 0 •
B k 0 As' t t Fue Serv:Lce Cert:Lf:Lcat:Lon
a:Lng S:LS an I dOl Eng 0 0 '" h
Ch Old C onustr:La :Lneermg .Lec •:L are erv:Lces Machine Repair
Cosmetology 0 0 Machine Tool OperationCosmetolo~ SpeC?:Lal:Lst Machine Tool;na Technics
Food Serv:Lce Ass:Lstant 0 -OC? hn' 0
Re t ur t nd H t 1 Cookery Mechan:Lcal DeS:Lgn Tec :LC:Lans a an a a et'1echanical Drafting
DISTRIBUTIVE ED. Office Machine Repair
Marketing Police Science
Marketing-Fashion Merchandising Production Welding
M''l.rketing-Industrial Structural Technician
Supervisors Management Water &WasteWater Treaonent Tech.
OFFICE EDUCATION Welding
Account Clerk
Accounting
Administrative Asst. Secretarial
Clerk Typist
NICOLET COLLEGE AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
Everyone over the age of 16 is welcome to attend Nicolet College. To
enroll in classes or other learning activities at Nicolet, entering students
fill out an admission application form and send it along with transcripts
of prior educational experience to the Office of Student Advising. Nicolet
then sends students acceptance letters inviting them to discuss their
education plans with an academic advisor. (A few programs have special
admission requirements. The Office of Student Advising has this information.)
At this point, some students have definite plans to go into specific
programs and other students have very little idea of what educational
direction they want to take. The Office of Student Advising can help students
in both situations.
As part of registration for each semester, students review their educational
goals and program with an academic advisor.
For more information contact:
Office of Student Advising
Nicolet VTAE District
P. O. Box 518
Rhinelander, WI 54501
(7l5) 369-4451
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
NICOLET COLLEGE AND TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUIS ITES
REQUIRED
HIGH
PROGRAM SCHOOL ·GED SPECIFIC HIGH SOiOOL OTHER PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA COURSES
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Nursinq Assistant X X
NursJ.ng - ',L'ecnnJ.ca.l. \I\JJ1'j I A A I\.!.ge.ora, J:lJ.O.l.ogy,
Chemistry (taken within Physical and dental exam.
last 5 years) Grades
of C or better
OFFICE ED.
Data Processing Computer
Oper. Basic Algebra
TRADE & INDUSTRIAL ED.
Land Survey Technician Basic Algebra
B. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC PREREQUISITES
AGRIBUSINESS
Timber Harvesting Eq. Op.
Timber Producer
HOME EC. & CONSUMER ED.
Consumer/Family Manager
Cosmetology
Food preparation Assistant
Marketing
DISTRIBUTIVE ED.
Hospitality Management
Real Estate
Recreation Leadership Aide
OFFICE ED.
Account Clerk
Accounting .
OFFICE ED. (continued)
Clerk Typist
Office Mid-Management
Secretarial Science
Small Business Operations
stenography
TRADE & INDUSTRIAL ED.
Automotive Mechanics
Automotive Servicing
Building Materials Specialist
Machine Tbol Operation
Machine Tboling Technics
Mechanical Drafting
Police Science
Small Engine & Chassis Mechanic
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NORTH CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
NCTl has an open door policy to the services of the institution and
believes that all persons should have the chance to improve their skills.
Admissions requirements vary from program to program. Generally they include
a minimum of high school graduation, GEn, or the ability to benefit, as
determined by standardized tests.
Applications for admission are considered on a first-eome, first-served
basis according to ~he date that students meet admissions requirements. Out-of-
district students are also considered on a first-eome, first-served basis for
the limited number of places available, as required by state code.
When NCTI has reviewed a studentls application and transcripts, they
send either a letter accepting the student into one of NCTI's career programs
or inviting the student to discuss his or her application for admission with
an admission counselor. Sometimes additional testing or course work is recommended
before acceptance into a training program. In the Health Occupation programs,
special testing is required before admittance.
Student Service counselors are available to explain programs. Tbey will
help students plan career goals based on their previous work experience and
educational background. After discussing alternatives with them, students
are encouraged to choose a career program compatible with their needs.
For additional information, contact:
Admissions
North Central Technical Institute
1000 Campus Drive
Wausua, WI 54401
(715) 675-.3331
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.REQUIRED
HIGH
PR<X;RAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA COURSES
HEALTIl OCCUPATIONS
Dental Hygiene Biology, Chemistry, Allied Health Aptitude Test
Algebra (C grade) CPR Certification UN
Nursing Assistant Completed 8th grade II(lOth grade preferred)
Nursing - Technical (ADN) Algebra, Biology, Pre-nursing exam.Chemistry (C grade) CPR Certification II(within last 6 years)
Operating Room Assistant 2 Biology Aptitude Test
Radiography Biology, Chemistry, Aptitude Test, Math Test,
Algebra, Adv. Algebra CPR Certification II
OFFICE ED.
Accounting Algebra
Administrative Assistant - Shorthand, TypingSecretarial
Data Processing Algebra, Typing
Finance - Banking Only for persons already
employed in industry.
Legal Secretary Shorthand. 1 ypiro!;
Marketing Algebra
Medical Secretary Shorthand. .LyPiro!;
Supervisor s Management For persons already
employed in supervisory or
mid-management iob.
TRADE & INDUS1RIAL ED.
Architectural Residential
Design Algebra
Electro-Mechanical
Technology Algebra
Electronics Algebra
Industrial Engineering For persons already
Technician emploYed in industry.
Laser Technician Algebra
Machine Tool ing Technics Basic Math
Mechanical Design Technician Algebra
OI'HER PR<X;RAMS
Educational Interpreter Vocabulary & Reading Test.
Technician Possible Math Test.
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
NORTH CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES
II Physical exam required after acceptance.
UN Physical and dental exams required after acceptance.
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
NORTH CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
'IRADE & INDUSTRIAL ED.
Auto Body Repair
Automotive Mechanic
Drafting - Mechanical
Machine Tool Operation
Parts Specialist
Police Science
Printing
Welding
Account Clerk
Clerk Typist
.Insurance
B. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS
AGRIBUSINESS
Agricultural Mechanics
Fann Training
OFFICE ED.
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PROGRAM
AGPJBUSlNESS
Agricultural
Mechanics
Farm Training
RF,r.OMMRNDRD HI~H SCHOOL COURSES FOR PROGRAMS AT
NORTH CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES RECOMMENDED
Vocational Agriculture, \olelding, Drafting, Auto
Mechanics, General Math, Blueprint Reading
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Dental Hygiene
Nursing Assistant
Nursing - Technical
Operating Room
Assistant
Radiology
OFFICE EDUCATION
Accounting
Account Clerk
A inistrative Assistant -
Secretarial
Clerk Typist -
(Antigo)
C erk Typist -
(vlausau)
Data Processing
Insurance
Legal Secretary
Marketing
Medical Secretary
Supervisor's
Management
Geometry, English, Psychology
Psychology, Biology, English, General Math
English (3 years), Psychology, Speech
Chemistry (or equivalent science courses),
English
Psychology, Typing, English (3 years),
Geometry, Physics
Bookkeeping,
Introduction to Computers
Accounting, Typing, Algebra, English (3 years)
Bookkeeping, English (3 years), Business Math,
Introduction to Computers, Business Law
English (3 years), Speech, Distributive Education
English (3 years), Biology, Bookeeping, Business
Math, Introduction to Computers
English, Math, Psychology, Computer Literacy
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RECOMMENDED HIGH SCHOOL COURSES FOR PROGRAMS AT
NORTH CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE (continued)
PROGRAM
'IRADE & INDUS1RIAL
EDUCATION
Architectural -
Residential Des·
Auto y
Repair Program
Automotive Mechanic
Drafting - Mechanical
Electromechanical
Technology
Electronics
Industrial Engineering
Technician
Laser Technician
Machine Tool
Operation
l-1achine Tool ing
Technics
Mechanical Design
Technician
Parts Specialist
Printing
vlelding
OTHER PRcx;RAMS
Educational Interpreter
Technician
Police Science
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES RECOMMENDED
Architectural Drawing, Mechanical Drawing,
Tri onomet , General Science, Ph sics
Basic Mat , Auto Me ·cs, Mac· Shop,
Welding, Metal Fabrication
General Math, lridUStrial Arts, General Science,
English (Reading and Writing)
Algebra, Drafting, TYPing, IntrOdUction to
Computers
Adv. Algebra, Mechanical Drafting, Physics,
English (3 years), Geometry, Trigonometry,
Machine Shop, Electricity, Introduction to
Computers
Algebra, Geometry, Typing, English (3 years),
Computer Literacy
Adv. Algebra, Geanetry, Physics, English (3 years),
Chemistry, Drafting
Blueprint Read,ing, Machine Shop, Sheet Metal,
Mechanical Drafting, Algebra, Trigonometry
Blueprint Reading, Machine Shop, Sheet Metal,
Introduction to Computers, Mechanical Drafting,
Algebra? Trigonometry
English (3 years), Typing, Basic Math,
Introduction to Canputers, Printing
Math, Mechanical Drawing, Blueprint Reading,
Welding, Industrial Arts
English (4 years, including basic gramnar background),
Psychology, Basic Sign Language, Algebra, Geometry
English (3 years), Algebra, Biology, Typing
NOTE: Required high school courses are listed on previous pages.
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NORTHEAST WISCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
Northeast Wisconsin Vocational, Technical and Adult Education District
admits those applicants as students who want to obtain a vocational or
technical education and who have completed the application procedures. To
be eligible for admission to one of the various programs, the applicant
should be a high school graduate or equivalent. ACT scores may be
required for certain programs. Admission requirements vary from program
to program and are determined by the demands of the particular curriculum.
An adult will be accepted upon evaluation and approval of the
applicant's experience and/or examinations to meet the entrance requirements.
The high school record and other transcripts, as well as the test results
submitted, are used in counseling and placement of students in programs in
accordance with their academic backgrounds, abilities, attitudes and
motivation. Pre-admission counseling interviews may be arranged for
applicants in all programs.
After review, prospective students are notified in writing whether or
not they have been accepted. These completed applications are processed on
a first-come, first-served basis.
Since curriculums are ever changing to match employment needs, it is
important that the applicant contact the Institution to discuss
requirements and potential reqUisite courses.
Contact:
Northeast VTAE District
2740 West Mason Street
P. O. Box 19042
Green Bay, WI 54307
(414) 498-5544
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.REQUIRED
HIGH
PRffiRAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA COURSES
REALTIl OCCUPATIONS
Dental Assistant X X Tvoi1"lo Biology ACT or CPP llil
Dental Hygienist X X Algebra, Biology, ACI (Comp. 18) IIGeome,trv t Cebmistry
Health Unit Clerk .
.I. Y\.JJ.11,1!,
-
... .. " .
'fMedical Assistant X X .l.yviI~ (45 ~>:Biologv ACT 'jr CPP -~J
ti.Jrs~ Assistant Must: be. 17-1/2 V'l"S old ..
"Nursing - Technical (ADN) X X Chemistry; Bl.Ology t
2 Social Studies; ACI (Comp. 18)
2 English; 2 Math (mel.
Geometry, Adv. Algebra,
TTuonometry or Calculus)
Operating Room Assistant X X Acr or CPP
Practical ~ursing X X Acr or CPP (12)
Respiratory Therapy Algebra, Chemistry, ACI or CPP
Technician X X 1 other science.
".'-
OFFICE ED.
Clerk Typist X X Typing
Data Processing X X Algebra
TRADES & I~'DUSTRIAL ED.
Architectural X X Algebra or NWTI Math
test
Architectural - Industrial Algebra or NV.7l'1 Math
~odels X X test
Autvmotive Mechanics X X Math, Science, Industrial
Ed.
Barbering X X IIOth grade
Diesel Equipment Mechanic Mi.ni.rmJm GPA 2.0 -
Electricitv X X Algebra Math test
Electro-Mechanical X X Algebra, Geometry, Adv. til8th Test tor Tech.
Technology Algebra, Trigonometry Math I.
Electronics X X Algebra, Geometry, Adv. Math Test for Tech.
Algebra, Trigonometry til8th I.
Electronics Tele- Algebra, Geometry, Adv. Math Test for Tech.
Ccmnunications X X Algebra, Trigonometry i'rIath I.
Facility Systems Tech. X X Algebra or NWl'I Math
test
Fire Protection Technician Al2ebra or 1'l"WI'1 Math test
Fire Science X X Algebra
Instrumentation X X Algebra, Geometry, Adv. Math test - Tech Math I.
Algebra, Trigonometrv
Manufacturing Engineering Algebra or m.rrI Math test
Technician X X
Marine Drafting X X MiniIm.un GPA 2.0
~aritime Construction X X Minimum GPA 2.0
- -
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
NORTHEAST WISCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES (See note on page 57.)
/1 Medical exam required within 3 months prior to program' entry. '
/lfl Medical and dental exams required with~s\,!OOnths prior to program entry.
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
NORTHEAST WISCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES (continued)
REQUIRED
HIGH
PROGRA.\1 SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITESDIPLOMA G)URSES
.
"TRADES & I!\lDUSTRIAL ED.(continued)
Mechanical Design X X Algebra or ~'l..JTI Hath test.
Technician
--Public Horks Technician X X Algebra or t'JI.,TfI ~la~h test.
Quality Assurance
Technician X X Algebra or ~·rrI Xath test.
* Supervisors Management
OFFICE EDUCATION
1l0:~ EG. &CONSUMER ED.
Child Day Care
DISTRIBUTIVE ED.
* Narketing
* Marketing --Communications
* Marketing - Fashion Nerchandising
* Marketing - Transportation
lJ l.str ibution
B.
NOTE: Students lacking a high school diploma or GED may be accepted based
on their work experience, military record, test results, etc.
PROGRAMS REQUIRING A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GED
TRADES & INDUSTRIAL ED.
Auto Body
Corrections Science
Industrial Mechanic
Industrial Truck Mechanic
Jewelry Service ~ Sales
Machine Tool Operation
Parts Specialist
Police Science
Pn:'cisinn Inspection and Non-destructive
ExaIllination
Welding
Wood Technics
Account Clerk
Accounting
Administrative Assistant - Secretarial
Business Admin. Credit
Mid-Management
Data Entry Operations
Financial Institution Management
Medical Office Mid-Management
C. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC PREREQUISITES
AGRIBUSINESS
Agri-Business Service & Supplies
Farm Training
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
Wholesale &Retail Sales
lRADES & INDUS1RIAL
EDUCATION
Drafting - Mechanical
Machine Tooling Technics
* Persons over 18 can enter without diploma or GED.
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SOUTHWEST WISCONSIN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
Southwest Wisconsin Vocational-Technical Institute has an "open door"
admission policy for persons of post-high school age who are residents of
the district. High school graduates are eligible to enroll in associate
degree programs at the Southwest Wisconsin Vocational-Technical Institute.
Non-high school graduates may enroll if they are capable of successfully
profiting from the vocational diploma level of instruction.
Acceptance of students for most programs is on a first-come, first-
served basis. Admission to occupational programs is granted on the basis
of the individual's interests, aptitude, previous experience and career
objectives. Admission is open to those individuals who meet requirements
and can benefit from occupational education.
It may be necessary for some students to take certain preparatory
courses before entering the program. Student Services and other school
personnel will assist entering students in regard to program placement on
the basis of counseling, examinations, pre-enrollment interviews and past
academic achievement. For further information, contact:
Student Services Office
Southwest Wisconsin Vocational-Technical Institute
Route 1, Box 500
Fennimore, WI 53809
(608) 822-3262
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
SOUTHWEST WISCONSIN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A. ~KOGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES
PR~l
REQUI~
HIGH
SCHOOL GED
DIPLOMA
SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL
COURSES
OTHER PREREQUISITES
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Health Unit Clerk
Medical Office Aide
Nursing Assistant
Nursing - Technical (ADN)
Generic Track LPNs)
Progression Track (for
Practical r~rsing
HOt\fE EC. & CONSUMER ED.
Food Service - Management
OFFIcr EDUCATION
Data Processing
/I A physical examination is required
before entering this program.
Chemistry t Biology
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ABLE II Math test. (No II
specific score required.)
ABLE II Math Test. (No (;
specific score reouired.)
ABLE II Math Test. (No II
specific score required.)
P.S.B. Nursing School "
Aptitude Exam.; Psycholo-
gical Bureau Inventory Te.
ABLE II Math and III 1/
Vocabulary &Reading Tests
(No specific scores re-
QUired.)
ABLE Test. (No Ii
specific score required.,
ABLE II Math and III
Vocabulary &Reading Tests
(No specific scores re-
quired. )
ADMISSION RE UIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
SO HWEST WISCONSIN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
B. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED PREREQUISITES
AGRIBUSINESS
Agricultural Building
Agriculture Mechanics
Agriculture Production & Service
Agri-Equipment Service
Dairy Herd Management
Fann Training
Machinery, Parts and Sales
Parts Specialist
HOME EC. &
CONSUMER EDUCATION
Child Care and Developnent
Child Care Services
Consumer/Family Manager
Cosmetology
Family Day Care
Food Preparation Assistant
Food Service - Baking
Food Service/Kitchen Helper
Home Furnishing Services
Home Management Assistant
DISlRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
Marketing
Marketing - Fashion Merchandising
Supervisors Management
OFFICE EDUCATION
Account Clerk
Administrative Assistant -
Secretarial
Business Administration -
Accounting
Business Administration -
Finance
Clerk Typist
Data Entry Operations
Data Processing
legal Secretary
Word Processing Specialist
TRADE & INDUS1RIAL
EDUCATION
Appliance Servicing
Auto Body
Autornotive Mechanics
Butcher - All Around
Electro-Mechanical Technology
Electronic Servicing
Machine Tool Operation
Mechanical Design Technician
Mechanical Drafting
Mechanical Schematics
Municipal Engineering Technician
Recreation Equipment Technician
Welding
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WAUKESHA COUNTY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
wcn is open to all persons from Waukesha County and the State of
Wisconsin who will profit from instruction and meet admissions requirements.
Admission procedures and requirements for some programs vary depending
on the student's aptitude, ability, interests and experience. Students 16
or 17 years old who are currently enrolled in high school may be admitted to
wcn classes only with written consent form their principal and if the course
they are taking is not a duplication of the high school course.
An application of admission should be made well in advance of the start
of classes for all full time vocational-technical proglrams. Students must
provide a high school transcript (and a college transcript if any college
work was done). New full time WCTI students are required to have an
admissions interview with a guidance counselor prior to admission and registration.
Counselors help each student develop an organized and appropriate plan for his
or her education.
For more information, contact:
Admissions and Counseling
Waukesha County Technical Institute
800 Main Street
Pewaukee, WI 53072
(414) 691-5271
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ADMlS~lON REQUIREMENTS VOR PROGRAMS Of STUDY tT
WAUKESHA COUNTY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES.
REQUIRED
HIGH
PROORAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA COURSES
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
(AIJNlNursing - Technical X X Chemistry, Algebra . CPP Reading - 5 stanine
General Program cpp Math - 5 stanine /I
Progression Program
Operating Room Assistant X X cpp Reading - 4 stanine
rPP M~tb - 4 stanine U
Practical Nursing X X CPP Reading - 4 sr.ariine
CPP Math - 4 stanine 11
LKiWl:.. (Ie I:.LJ •
Electronics Algebra, Geometry .
C1ild Ca~c Services
Food Preparation Assistant
Home Funlishing Services
DISTRIEL7ION ED.
Life Insurance Underwriter
Marketing
Marketing - Fashion Merchandising
Marketing - Retail
Property Assessment
Real Estate
Supermarket Management
Supervisor I s Management
OFFICE ED.
Account Clerk
Accounting
Administrative Assistant - Secretarial
Business Data Processing
s. PROGRAMS wIrE NO STATED REQUIREMENTS
HEALTh OCCUPATIONS OFFICE ED. (corltinued)
Central S7rvice Assistant Clerk Typist
Heslth Un1t Clerk n Data Processing - Machine Operation~~dical Assistant n ~
Nursing Assistant TRADE & T~DUS1RIAL ...0.
HOME EC. AND CONSUMER ED. Appliance Servicing
Auto Body
Automotive Servicing
Electronic Circuit Board
Design Technician
Electronics Servicing
Industrial Diesel Mechanic
Industrial Engineering Technician
Industrial Maintenance Mechanic
Industrial Supervision Technician
Machine Tool Operation (l yr.)
Machine Tool Operations (2 yr.)
Manufacturing Engineering Technician
Material Handling Equipment/
Robotics Repair
Mechanical Design Technician
Mechanical Drafting
Office Equipment Repair
Quality Assurance Technician
Small Engine and Chassis Mechanic
Welding
OTIIER SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
Instructional Assistant
Police Science Technology
n Medical exam, dental exam, imnunization records required prior to admission.
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WESTERN WISCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
Western Wisconsin Technical Institute enrolls as regular students in
full-time programs those persons having a certificate of graduation from
a school providing secondary education or the recognized equivalent of
such a certificate. Western Wisconsin Technical Institute will accept as
special students those persons who are beyond the age of compulsory
education. Special students may be enrolled in programs for which they meet
the minimum entry requirements.
Any person with reasonable ability and a sincere desire to obtain a
realistic education may enroll for instructional programs at Western
Wisconsin Technical Institute. Due to various standards, especially in
professional and paraprofessional fields where licensure and personal health
standards must be nlet, specific programs at Western Wisconsin Technical
Institute are required to have minimum entrance requirements which prospective
applicants must meet before being accepted. Applicants who do not qualify for
a specific program may enroll in developmental courses. These are planned
to prepare an individual for future acceptance. When it is demonstrated that
sufficient skills have been acquired, the student may reapply for the
desired program.
To apply for a post-high school program at Western Wisconsin Technical
Institute, a student must fill out an application for admission. High
school graduates are required to submit their transcripts with the application.
In some cases, additional testing may be required. The high school transcripts,
test results, and other pertinent data enable counselors to assist
students with program selection. Students may be required to have personal
interviews with a counselor or a representative of the appropriate department
responsible for the program applied for.
For additional information, contact:
Western Wisconsin Technical Institute
Sixth and Vine Streets
LaCrosse, HI 54608
(608) 785-9200
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
WESTERN WISCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A. PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES
REQUIRED
HIGH
PROGRAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTHER PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA COURSES
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Central Service Aide X 250 Biology, Hath Cpp Reading - 5 stanine
Math - 5 stanine
Dental Assistant X 250 Biology, Math CPP Reading - 5 stanineHath - 5 stanine
Electroencephalographic X 250 2 Hath, 2 Science CPP Reading - 5 stanineTechnician Hath - 5 Stanine
Emergency Medical Requires employment in
Technician emergency service.
Health Unit Clerk X 250 3 Engl ish, Typing CPP Reading - 5 stanineHath - 5 stanine
~~dical Assistant X 250 Biology, Math, CPP Reading - ::> stanineTyping ~mth - 5 stanine
Medical Laboratory X 275 Algebra, 1 Other Math CPP Reading - 5 stanine
':technician
... 3-Science, Bio-Chem Math - 6 stanine
Hedical Record X 275 2 Math, 1 Algebra, cpr Reading - 5 stanineTechnician 2 Science, 1 Biology Math - 5 stanine
Nursing Assistant Math CPP Reading - 4 stanine(Pre-Service) Math - 3 stanine
Nursing - Biology, 2 Other cpp Reading - 5 stanine
Technical (ADN) X 275 Sciences, Algebra,
1 Other Math
Operating Room X 250 Math, Biology CPP Reading - 5 stanineAssistant Math - 5 stanine
Practical Nursing X 250 Math, Biology CPP Reading - 5 stanineMath - 5 stanine
Algebra, Geometry,
Radiologic Technology X 275 1 Other Math, Biology, CPP Reading - 6 stanine
Chemistry, 1 Other
Science
Respiratory Therapy X 250 2 Science, 2 Biology CPP Reading - 5 stanineMath Math - 5 stanine
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
\-JESTERN ~nSCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
B. PROGRAMS REQUIRING A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GED **
AGRIBUSINESS OFFICE EDUCATION <continued)
Data Processing
Data Processing - Machine Operation
Finance
Legal Secretary
Medical Secretary
Office Computer Specialist
THADE AND INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION
Air Conditioning
Auto Body
Automotive Servicing Mechanic
Bio-Medical Electronics
Ccmnercial Art
Diesel &Heavy Equipment Mechanic
Electro-Mechanical Technology
Electronic Servicing
Electronics
Industrial Engineering Technician
Machine Tool Operation
Machine Tooling Technics
Mechanical Design Technician
Mechanical Drafting
Police Science
Printing
Printing and Publishing -
Computerized Type-Setting
'1, Qual ity Assurance Technician
Refrigeration Servicing
Small Engine &Chassis Mechanic
Visual Communication Technician
Welding
Hood Technics
ACADEMIC PREREQUISITESPROGRAMS WITH NO STATED
Accounting
Administrative Assistant - Secretarial
Business Administration - Personnel
Clerk Typist
OFFICE EDUCATION
C.
* Agridevelopment
Dairy Equipment Service
Farm Implement Servicing
Mechanics
Farm Operation
Feed, Fertilizer and Farm
Supply
HOME EC. &
CONSUMER EDUCATION
Child Care &Development
Food Service - Management
Institutional Foods
Interior Design
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
Broadcast Advertising Sales
Fashion Merchandising
Food Marketing
General Marketing
Real Estate
Retailing
Supermarket Management
* Supervisory Management
AGRIBUSINESS
-:, Farm Training
* For persons already employed in these fields.
** Western Wisconsin Technical Institute will accept as special students those
persons beyond the age of compulsory education. Special students may be
enrolled in programs for which they meet the minimum entry requirements.
(See General Admissions Policies.)
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WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
General Admissions Policies
The Wisconsin Indianhead Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
District has an "open door" admission policy for prospective students in
post-secondary education within statutory requirements. The District operates
on a policy providing enrollment on a first-come, first-served basis.
School officials desire to place students in educational programs which
best meet their needs and aspirations, and their previous education training
and previous work experience.
The Wisconsin Indianhead VTAE District, through its student services
offices, provides assistance for students to enroll in educational programs.
Counselors assist applicants in the range of choices, providing assistance
in examining these choices and assisting wherever possible in making
realistic educational decisions.
In incidents where the curriculum offered at the school does not match
the interest and potential of a particular student, the student will be
assisted in and informed of alternatives outside the vocational technical
programs offered in the district.
Applicants for admission are normally high school graduates or high
school equivalency holders or persons who, through experience, indicate the
capability of handling the subject matter. In all vocational diploma or
associate degree training programs involved with state and national
licensing or where other state regulations are to be adhered to, special
admission procedures must be followed.
An evaluation of transcripts, test scores, other educational training
and work experiences are used as a basis to assist applicants in relating
their abilities to the technical training areas. If, through this
evaluation, it appears that the applicant has certain deficiencies which
could prevent success in a program, it will be recommended that the applicant
enroll in preparatory classes and demonstrate successful achievement prior
to acceptance.
For more information, contact:
Wisconsin Indianhead VTAE District Office
404 Pine Ridge Drive
P. O. Box B
Shell Lake, WI 54871
(715) 468-2815
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
A PROGRAMS WITH PREREQUISITES.
REQUIRED
HIGH
PROGRAM SCHOOL GED SPECIFIC HIGH SCHOOL OTIIER PREREQUISITES
DIPLOMA COURSES
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Evaluation of Math,
Typing, Reading and
~edical Assistant X X Spelling Skills;
Physical Exam; Personal
Interview.
Nursing Assistant X X Physical Exam
Psychological Services
Nursing-Technical X X Bureau Nursing SchoolAptitude Exam; Physical(ADN) Exam.
Evaluation of Basic
Health Unit Clerk Academic Skills ;
Physical Exam
OFFICE EDUCATION
Court & Conference X X Typing or Personal Interview
Reporting equivalent.
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAMS OF STUDY AT
WISCONSIN INDIANHEAD TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
B. PROGRAMS WITH NO STATED ACADEMIC PREREQUISITES
AGRIBUSINESS
Agri-Business Service &Supplies
Agriculture Mechanics
Dairy Herd Management
Farm Management
Farm Operation
Farm Tra~
HEALTH & SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
Maternal/Child Health Worker
Basic Police Recruit
HOME EC. &
CONSUMER EDUCATION
Cosmetology
Food Service - Baking
Quantity Food Preparation
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
Hospitality Management
Marketing
Marketing - Fashion Merchandising
Marketing -
Transportation Dist.
Municipal Administration
Sales Specialist
Supervisors I Management
OFFICE EDUCATION
Account Clerk
Accounting
Administrative Assistant -
Secretarial
Advertising Sales
Clerk Typist
Court & Conference Reporting
Data Processing
(Operations-Progranming)
Finance (Rural Banking/
Agricultural Finance)
Financial Services Assistant
(Finance &Banking Operations)
Information Systems Management
Microcomputer Accounting Assistant
Small Business Operation
Word Processor Specialist
'lRADE & INDUS1RIAL EDUCATION
Architectural - Commercial Design
Auto Body Repair
Automotive Mechanics
Conmunity Antenna TV Installation
(CATV)
Drafting - Mechanical
Electronic Servicing
Electronics
Electronics - Computer
Electronics - Telecommunications
Facility Systems Technician
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RESPONSES LQ SURVEY QUESTION:
"DOES YOUR SCHOOL VIEW G.E.D. HOLDERS AS READY FOR ENIRANCE INIO ANY
ASSOCIATE DEGREE, CERTIFICATE OR DIPlDMA PR<X;RAMS? PLEASE EXPLAIN."
vrP£ DISlRICT RESPONSE
BLACKHA,"lK lYes. Students are eligible to enter programs. Admission to
~echnical classes depends upon necessary prerequisites.
DIS'lRIcr ONE rt'es.
FOX VIUlEl Yes. The official view of entrance into FVTI is that of an opendoor policy with limited exceptions [e.g., reading levels
"'equired for certain programs] • Most instructors support the
concept but qualify their support in tenns of student readiness
on an individual basis, not a categorical basis (Le., G.E.D.
VB. high school dioloma.)
GAmlAY rIes.
U\KESHORE Yes. If an area seems weak, the student is requested to takesome additional preparatory' classes to be successful.
MADISON Yes. If they meet the spec' ic program admissions requirements[e.g., need course like chemistry for admission to associate
~egree in nursing] •
MID-STATE [Survey not returned.]
MILWAUKEE [Not surveyed.]
MORAINE PARK tyes, the same as high school graduation.
NICOLET rtes.
NORnmAST If they meet the criteria, they are admitted.
NORTIi CEN1'RAL Yes, dependent on scores.
SOU11iWEST Yes. GED demonstrates academic accomplishment -- not just
ability to live through high school.
WAUKESHA ~es, except when applying to specific programs which have course
or testing requirements (Le., ADN-nursing, electronics). We
~ave a decentralized admissions/counseling program which takes
a very individualized approach to admitting students •.•• vle
have never made a distinction between the G.E.D. and a regular
high school diploma as it relates to admissions ••• We are~
"open door" oriented. We also are extremely cautious not to
encourage secondary age students to utilize the GED as
a vehicle to leave school, but we face reality and respect
those who make that choice.
~'1ESTERN Yes. If the student is weak in any area, he or she may be askedto take additional nrenaratorv courses in that area.
tOi'ISCONSnt Yes. A Reading/Math Admissions Exam is required of all
INDIANHEAD incoming students. GED holders must also show positive
results on the admissions exam.
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WESTERN WISCONSIN STUDY OF READING LEVELS NEEDED FOR vrAE PR<:x;RAMS
In 1978, a task force at the Western Wisconsin Technical Institute
reviewed the perfonnance levels and skill prerequisites for 57 vocational
and technical programs offered at the institution. Entry level perfonnance
guidelines were specified in the cognitive, affective and psychanotor
domains, based on Bloom's taxonomy. In each case, applications to class
work were described. (See example, p. 83.)
As part of its work, the task force identified the approximate reading
levels needed to handle coursework in various program areas. This review
looked at operator and lab manuals, bulletins, professional publications, and
other reading materials required on the job, as well as textbooks used at the
vrAE schools.
The results were published in a handbook entitled, Guidelines for Program
PIarm. at Western \-1isconsin Technical Institute. Western Wisconsin uses
this oak to improve career counse ing at entry, for realistic academic
advising, and to identify supportive assistance for students with special
needs. It is particularly helpful for at-risk youth and students not
completing traditional high school programs.
The tables on the following pages are excerpted from the Guidelines with
permission of the l.J'estern Wisconsin Technical Institute.
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READING LEVELS OF MATERIAlS USED TO TFACH PR<X;RAMS AT WESTERN WISCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITlITE
PROGRAM ARFA
AGRICULTURE
Chemicals and
Fertilizers
Feed 9 Seed and Farm
Supply
Dairy Equipnent
Servicing
Farm Operations
Material Handling
Servicing
BUSINESS
Accounting
Broadcast-
Advertising Sales
Data Processing
Fashion
Merchandising
DESIRABLE READING LEVEL
Textbooks written at 7-8
grade level.
Textbooks at 8th grade level.
Basic understanding at 5th
grade level. Ability to read
drawings 9 diagrams, pictures.
Textbooks written on level of
daily newspaper language -
6 or 7th grade level.
Textbooks written at 5th grade
level. Ability to read
drawings, diagrams, pictures.
Textbooks written at 8-12
grade level.
Textbooks written at 8th or
9th grade level.
Textbooks written at 9-10th
grade level.
Textbooks written at 7-8th
grade reading level.
APPLICATION TO CLASS WORK
Read and canprehend chemical formulas ·and compounds with strange
names as pertaining to the field of Agriculture.
Textbooks, lab manuals, professional publications,
bulletin instructions.
Student must read instruction for work, machine set-up,
and operating instructions.
Reading is necessary in texts, magazines, operator manuals.
Student DUlSt read instruction for work, machine set-up,
and operating instructions.
Read textbooks and workbooks.
Ability to understand in order to follow directions. Read
and interpret news items; reading comnercials for
broadcasting; reading research reports.
Abil ity to read and comprehend maroals, textbooks,
handouts ~ and general instructions.
Ability to read and comprehend college-level books,
fashion magazines, and market research reports.
READING LEVELS OF MATERIALS USED TO TEACH PROORAMS AT vlESTERN l-nSCQNSIN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE <continued)
PROGRAM ARFA DESIRABLE READING LEVEL APPLICATION TO ClASS WORK
BUSINESS (continued)
Finance Textbooks \olritten at 8-9th
grade level.
General Textbooks written at 7-8th
Marketing grade reading level.
Retailing Textbooks written at 7-8th
grade reading level.
Secretarial Textbooks written at 9th grade
Science to college level.
Legal Secretarial Textbooks written at 9th grade
Science to college level.
I
"'-J
Textbooks written at 9th grade"'-J Medical SecretarialI Science to college level.
Supermarket Textbooks written at 8-9th
Management grade level.
Clerk-Typist Textbooks written at 9th grade
to college level.
Data Entry Textbooks written at 8th to
9th grade levels.
Data Processing Textbooks written at 8th to
Machine Operator 9th grade levels.
Textbooks, handouts, outside independent research.
.Read assigrunents; analyze problems, make judgements, and
comprehend associated readings with business problems.
Normal amount of reading for class assignments. Read and
comprehend college level textbooks.
Read textbooks, handouts, and follow written instructions.
Read textbooks, handouts, and follow written instructions.
Read textbooks, handouts, and follow written instructions.
Participate in class; follow directions in writing;
case problems.
Read textbooks, handouts, and follow written instructions.
Ability to read and comprehend matnlals t textbooks t
handouts and general instroctinos.
Ability to read and ccmprehend marmals t computer-run
instructions, textbooks and handouts.
READING LEVELS OF MATERIAlS USED TO TEACH PROGRAMS AT WESTERN WISCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITUrE (continued)
PRCGW1 AREA
GRAPHICS
Conmercial Art
Printing and
Publishing
DESIRABLE READING LEVEL
Textbooks written at IO-llth
grade reading level.
Textbooks written at 8-9th
grade level.
APPLICATION TO CLASS WORK
Interpret design concepts, understand marketing and sales
concepts, interpret project specifications, textbooks,
handouts, general instructions, interpret teclmical data,
charts, tables, codes.
Interpretation of manuals, codes and specifications.
Understanding textbooks, handouts, general instructions.
Visual Communication Textbooks will be written at
10th grade level.
Reading and understanding textbook assigrnnents; reading
instruction sheets and manuals;understanding handouts;
service ~ls.
I
~Printing
I
Textbooks written at 8th
grade level.
Ability to read manuals and assignments sheets for projects;
find information from dictionary; and sort data and follow
written instructions.
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
Electroencephalo- Textbooks written at 9th
graphic Technician grade level.
TextbOOkS in EEG are at a very high read1ng level, and
lab procedures require a complete understanding.
Ability to read and ccmprehend course textbooks and medical
terminology written at the 9th grade level.
Medical Lab
Technician
t'tedical Records
Technician
Textbooks written at 9-10th
grade reading level.
Textbooks written for 9th
grade level.
Basic technical information is written at this level,
inStnunentation manuals t textbooks, laboratory procedures
and generalbinstructionsj Abilitv to read and comprehend
courSe text OOKS and mech.caI term1nOlogy wr1tten at tIle
9-10th grade level.
Ability to read and comprehend course textbooks and
medical terminology written at the 9th grade level.
READING LEVElS OF MATERIAlS USED TO TFACH PR(X;RAMS AT WESTERN WISCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE (continued)
PROORAM ARFA
HEALTH OCCUPATIONS
(continued)
Radiologic
Technology
Technical
Nursing
Central Services
Assistant
..!.. Dental
'f Assistant
Medical
Assistant
Operating Roan
Assistant
Practical
Nursing
DESIRABLE READING LEVEL
Textbooks written at college
reading level.
Textbooks written at 12th
grade level.
Textbooks written at high
school and college level.
Textbooks written at college
level.
Textbooks written at 10th
grade level, literal
comprehension.
Textbooks are written at
12th grade level.
Textbooks written at 12th
grade level.
APPLICATION TO CLASS \olORK
Ability to read and comprehend course textbooks ll1andouts,
charts, and general instroctions7 and medical tenninology
written at the college reading Tevel.
Ability to read and canprehend course textbooks and
medical terminology written at the 12th grade level.
Read and comprehend written directions, AV materials; handouts,
assigned articles pertinent to the field, inventory data, and
using dictionary. Ability to read and comprehend course
textbooks and medical terminology written at the high school
and college level.
Ability to read and comprehend course textbooks and
medical terminology written at college level. Self-
study packets.
Ability to follow directions properly, read and comprehend
textbooks, handouts, general instructions; tables, symbols;
fonns, and tests. Ability to read and ccmprehend course
textbooks and medical terminology written at the 10th grade level.
Ability to read and comprehend course textbooks and
medical tenninology written at the 12th grade level.
Ability to read and comprehend course textbooks lind handouts;
comprehension of assignments or situations7 and medical
terminology written at the 12th grade level.
RFADING LEVELS OF MATERIALS USED ro TEACH PROORAMS AT WESTERN ,aSCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE (continued)
PRCGRAM AREA
HEALTIt OCCUPATIONS
(continued)
Ward Clerk
Pre-Service
Nursing Assistant
HCME ECONOMICS
In Child Care and? Deve1opnent
Food Service
Management
Interior Design
Institutional
Foods
INDUS'IRIAL
Air Conditioning
Technician
Bio-Medical
Electronic
Technician
DESIRABLE READING LEVEL
Textbooks written at 9th -
10th grade level.
Textbooks written at 9th
grade level.
Textbooks written at 10th
grade level.
Textbooks written at a-12th
grade level.
Textbooks written at 10th
grade reading level.
Textbooks written at 6th
grade level.
Textbooks written at 10th
grade level.
Textbooks written at 9th
and 12th grade level.
APPLICATION TO CLASS WORK
Transcribe orders, daily reports, diet sheets, census sheets,
messages. Understand textbook, self-instructional packet,
instructors 1 handouts. Abil ity to read and comprehend
course textbooks and medical terminology written at the 9th
and 10th grade level.
Ability to read and comprehend course textbooks and
medical terminology written at the 9th grade level.
Ability to comprehend textbooks and other written
assigrntEnts.
Comprehend material relating to science, social studies,
mathematics and business.
Textbooks, handouts, general instructions; specifications
for furnishings, blueprint reading.
Manuals on machinery, recipe books, classroan texts.
Reading assigned units and completing required course
work.
Ability to read and interpret textbooks, laboratory
and technical manuals used in classes and laboratories.
READING LEVELS OF MATERIALS USED TO TEACH PRo:;RAMS AT WESTERN WISCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITIITE (continued)
PROORAM AREA DESIRABLE READING LEVEL
INDUSlRIAL (continued)
Electrical Power Textbooks written at 9-l2th
Technician grade reading level.
APPLICATION TO ClASS WORK
Textbooks, lab sheets, diagrams, charts, instructional
manuals and other written materials.
Enviroranental Health
&Safety
Technician
Industrial
Electronics
Technician
Industrial
Engineering
Teclmician
I
~Mechanical
I Design
Technician
Auto Body
Automotive
Mechanics
Diesel and Heavy
Equipnent
Mechanics
Drafting -
Mechanical
Textbooks written at 9th-
12th grade level.
Textbooks written at 9th to
12th grade level.
Textbooks written at 11th
through college level.
Textbooks written at 10th
grade level.
Textbooks written at 7th
or 8th grade level.
Textbooks written at 8-9th
grade reading level.
Textbooks written at 7-8th
grade level.
Textbooks are written at 9th
grade level.
Homework reading assignments of textbook material,
newspapers, news periodicals and technical articles.
Homework assigrnnents requiring outlining of material.
Textbooks are low to high college level. High vocabulary
in textbooks. Many sympbols to interpret. High mixture
of math to written material.
Textbooks, workbooks and journals.
Reading assigrunents, general instructions and ability to
read blackboard notes. Some reading assigrnnents may be
on a first-year college level.
Textbooks, parts book, damage report.
General dirctions, service manuals, diagrams,
specifications, textbooks, handouts, etc.
Ability to understand textbooks, service manuals,
specification sheets, handout materials, work order
instructions, instruction sheets.
Abil ity to read and interpret texts, engineering manuals,
manufacturing catalogs, drafting specifications,
manufacturing specifications.
READING LEVELS OF MATERIALS USED TO TEACH PROGRAMS AT WESTERN WISCONSIN TECHNICAL INSTITIITE (continued)
PR(X;RAM AREA DESIRABLE READING LEVEL
INDUSlRIAL (continued)
Electronic Textbooks written at 8th -
Servicing 9th grade level.
APPLICATION TO CLASS WORK
Classwork; lab experiment directions; schematics;
directions and general instructions.
Machine Tool
Technics
Refrigeration
Servicing
Textbooks written at 9th
grade level.
Textbooks written at 8th
grade level.
Ability to interpret blueprints, textbooks, handouts,
comprehend general instructions and safety workbook tests.
Read assigned units and complete required course work -
written reports, manuals, and assigned questions at end
of each textbook chapter.
Small Engine and Textbooks written at 9th Ability to read and comprehend texts, service manuals~
I Chassis Mechanics grade level. specifications sheets, \vork orders and instruction sheets.
~---------------------------------------------------
I Welding Textbooks written at 7-8th Blueprint interpretation; marnals; codes and specifications;
grade level. textbooks; handouts; general instructions.
Wood Technics
Persorme1
Technician
Textbooks written between 7th
and 8th grade level.
Textbooks written at 10-
12th grade reading level.
Reading textbooks, handouts, blueprints, building codes
and specifications and general instructions.
Most textbooks in Personnel Acbninistration are designed for
college level students. Text selection standards have been
aimed at the upper high school/lower college levels.
from Guidelines for Program Planning at Western Wisconsin Technical Institute
CHEMICALS AND FERTILIZERS
COGNITIVE DOMAIN - Academic
I. Communication Skills
Oral -Ability to interact and communicate with others
Written
II. Math
III. Reading
IV. Science
V. Other
DESIRABLE PERFORMANCE LEVEL
-Knowledge of basic written, grammar and spelling
skills. Ability to write reports, investigate
problems, and summarize in legible form
-Basic math fundamentals including addition, subtrac-
tion, division, multiplication, fractions and decimals.
Be able to understand graphs and charts
-Textbooks written at 7-8 grade level
-BasIc understanding of general science - eighth
grade level
APPLICATION TO CLASS WORK
-Ask and answer questions presented in class discus-
sion: he/she should not be afraid to talk to people
-Be capable of writing tests, reports, and taking
notes as presented in class
-Add quantities of materials. formulated materials. be
familiar with costs and how they relate in money
problems
-Read and comprehend chemical formulas and compounds
with strange names as pertaining to the field of
Agriculture
-Student will be working with recommendations of
. fertilizers, pH, chemicals as supplied for crop
production and environmental effects
AFFECTIVE DOMAIN - Emotional and/or Attitudinal
I Interests
II. Attitudes
DESIRABLE PERFORMANCE LEVEL
-StUdent must have an inquisitive mind that pertains
to crops and soils. Must show an
interest in people and their problems
-Must be willing to listen and be able to accept
blame for what others have done. May be bossed
or be boss in giving orders Be understanding,
honest. and have desire 10 get the job done.
APPLICATION TO COURSE WORK
-When involved in lab work, shoUld show an interest
beyond what is reqUired. Be able to solve problems
by research information in many areas, and look
for new ideas.
-The student must have the attitUde that what you
learn will make it easier in the future. Should
have the customer at heart; the person that is being
served is the reason for the job.
Be willing to do more Ihan requested.
III. Emotional Endurance (Stress)
-Should be patient, be willing to accept
criticism without getting angry. Have good
sense of humor. be able to accept pressure
from more than one direction.
-Not find criticism when more than one test is required
In one day, or that making an informalional notebook
on pesticides is too much. Should be able to get
involved and be able to follow it up, even if the
problem takes time to answer.
IV. Other -Has to be a willing worker and learner. -Should be involved in organizational functions that
pertain to the future area of employment.
PSYCHOMOTOR DOMAIN - Physical
DESIRABLE PERFORMANCE LEVEL APPLICATION TO COURSE WORK
I. CoordInation·
Gross Motor -Ability to lift·
(Physlca' .9'hlyl
Fine Motor -Eye·hand coordination ability
IMan,pulaltve 51<,1151
Mobility -Ability 10 move about'
'Seve,e mob11l1i ·"'Dol"met\ts may p,esenlll,lIicullles
., Senses -
Vision -Normal, corrected or aidable
Hearing -Normal, corrected or aidable
Touch -Average tactile sensitivity
Taste -Average savory ability
Smell -Average olfactory ability
III. Physical - Physical strength and stamina desirable
Endurance
'V. Other -Personal and physical appearance
,·1980. W£5TfRN WISCONSIN TECHNIC"'l "OTITUTE
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-Working with fine. precise lab machinery; ability to
balance eye-hand conlact when working with spraying
equipment or fertilizer blending equipment.
-Working around machinery, eye contact valuable
during sales
-Speaking with people in sales
-Manipulation of small parts during maintenance
-Tasting and smelling around chemical pesticides -
indication of something wrong.
-As above
-Long hours on job; must withstand hard work for short
periods of time
-Personal appearance makes important tirst impression
Reproduced with permission of Western Wisconsin Technical Institute
NORTH CENTRAL STUDY OF READING LEVELS NEEDED FOR SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS
In 1983, North Central conducted a study of textbooks used from 1979-80
through 1983-84. Textbooks were evaluated using the Fry Readability Index
and compared with student reading levels in each program area. The study
is being used to improve textbook selection criteria to weed out textbooks
which students can't handle and to increase the availability of remedial
reading services to help students achieve high reading comprehension
levels.
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